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History 
CBAPTEB. I 
INTRODUCTION 
At present there are many books and innumerable articles being written 
about seminaries and seminary training. The Second Vatican Council has 
issued a document entirely devoted to Seminary Formation in which it calls 
for changes in the areas of administration, organization, spiritual form-
ation, and the particular courses of stuciy. In a recent article, Ralph 
Dunn (1965) provided a review of the various studies that have been made 
on the personality patterns among religious, limited, however, to a con-
sideration of those studies which emphasized personality assessment and 
used the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory ~I). 
Outside the area of Seminary education, a great deal of research has 
been done in various aspects of college education as reported in the various 
professional journals and in a volume such as The American College -- a 
Psychological and Social Interpretation of Higher Learning, compiled and 
edited by Nevitt Sanford. Ten chapters of The American College are based 
mainly on or inspired by observations made at Vassar College during the 
Mellon Foundation Research Program of which Sanford was director. This 
program, which began in 1952, was continued after 1958 under the direction 
of Mervin Freedman. If something similar could be done in one of our great 
seminaries we could have a more scientific basis on which to make changes. 
But even in the college situation and with the support of funds provided 
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by philanthropic foundations, Sanford (1962, p. 805) complains that the lack 
of previous research has put great difficulties in the way of finding out 
what is being accomplished in college. He declares: 
there is a remarkable discrepancy between the wide public 
acceptance of the value of college education and the paucity 
of demonstrated knowledge that it does some good, and that 
the clainw of rival systems of education continue to be 
almost entirely without support in established fact. 
Bryant M. Wedge and James S. Davis, in a study (1958, p.2) made at Yale, 
agreed with Sanford and pointed out that the problem of personality develop-
ment in higher education has not received much systematic attention from 
educators and psychologists, compared with the vast number of studies that 
have been done in child development. They write: lINevitt Sanford has 
suggested that the reason for the neglect in this area may be the notion 
among psychologists that the personality is well formed by seventeen or there-
abouts and that what happens after that is merely an expression or an unfolding 
of what has previously been established. I: 
But there,ale others (Allport, 1937) who point out that entering college 
andcgrappling with abstract thought is a definite stage in personality devel-
opment. In the study previously cited, l<Jedge (1958,p. vii) says: 
The college age, second only to early childhood in person-
ality development, may be a decisive epoch in the formation 
of healthy, adult personalities. It is a distinct period 
in psychological development and one strikingly subject to 
the influence of social experience. Yet there has been 
little scientific scrutiny of personality development in 
College and certainly no accepted general theory has been 
developed. 
Freedman (1962) concludes from his stu~y of the attitudes and values of 
students at Vassar, going back to the class of 1904, that the college years 
are not only crucially formative ones, as far as attitudes and values are 
concerned, but they offer what amounts to a Ii last chance" for enlightenment 
before entering the "thruway" of life. He bases this conclusion not only 
on evidence that attitudes and values persist for long periods of time after 
college, but also on the evidence that the alumnae groups of different gen-
erations tend to react to their social situations today as if the same climate 
of opinion, that existed when they were in college, still existed. 
Sanford, (1962, p. 809-810) sums up this discussion: 
Until a.few years ago it would hardly have occurred to the 
psychologist or psychiatrist who wished to understand the 
development and characteristic functioning of a particular 
adult personality to look to the college years for import-
ant determining events. Attention would have been primarily 
focused on childhood experience, and then next, in order of 
importance, on the contemporary life situation. Probably 
the greatest significance of the two chapters that follows 
lies in their evidence that some important changes in the 
personality itself do take place during the college years 
and later. This means tha~ students of personality devel-
opment cannot any longer neglect these periods as they have 
in the past; they will have to study the college student 
and the yOWlg adult as a part of their regular wl)rk, and not 
merely when they give incidental attention to education. 
If they do, then traditional educational research, as it 
continues to find out. more about what methods have what 
effects with what kinds of students, will now be supple-
mented and supported by new talents and new techniques. 
The two chapters which Sanford refers to are entitled "Personality 
Changes in College Students" (Webster, Freedman, and Heist, 1962) and "Studies 
of College Alumni" (Freedman, 1962). The authors treat of changes in skills, 
in information and in mental ability (pp. 816-821) during the college years, 
pointing out that "measures of ability can reflect only a part of personality 
functioning, and that, consequently, they will probably always be insufficient 
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predictors of later intellectual performance. (Webster et aI, 1962, 
p. 821.). Greater emphasis is placed on interests, attitudes and values 
as being among the most important observable characteristics of personality. 
Attitudes toward the self, toward others and toward institutions reveal to 
some extent the underlying motives (or needs) and values that are more 
central to personality. They (Webster et al., 1962, p. 822) explain the 
process: 
When education produces important effects, it is likely 
to alter what is valued; in turn, changes in values 
influence attitudes and interests. In the actual develop-
mental process the reverse also occurs, because new 
experience leads to modifications of interests and attitudes, 
and over a period of time the central values also become 
involved. In this process interests and attitudes tend 
to be interdependent; the diversification and deepening of 
interests, which is commonly observed in young adults, is often 
accompanied by modifications of attitudes which in turn can 
lead to new or chan.ged interests.... It should be remem-
bered that although attitudes and values are treated in the 
following discussion as if they were separable features of 
personality, they are, in fact, bound up with aptitudes, 
abilities and othe~ cognitive characteristics •••• 
In a compilation of the researches in attitudes and values carried out 
prior to the end of World War II it was found that, in general, students in 
college changed in the direction of greater liberalism and sophistication 
in their political, social and religious outlooks, as well as a broadening 
of their interests during the college years. 
In treating recent and contemporary studies, they (Webster et al., 
1962, pp 8~4~825) point out that the most prominent work in recent years on 
the topic of changes in attitudes _and values during the college years has 
been Jacob's (1957) survey of recent and on-going investigations. His 
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findings are summarized as follows: 
Jacob reports that there is a profile of values which 
holds for 75 to 8~ of all American college students. 
The current student generation are "gloriously contentedl~ 
in their pre.ent activity and in their outlook toward 
the future. They are "unabashedly self-centered", aspiring 
above all to material gratifications for thema .. lves and 
their families. Though conventionally middle-class they 
have an "easy tolerance of diversity" and are ready to 
live in a society without racial, ethnic, or income 
barriers. The traditional moral virtues, such as sin-
cerity, honesty, and loyalty are ~ighly valued, but there 
is littl .. inclination to censor laxity, which student' 
consider to be widespread. A need for religion is generally 
recognizE\d, but Itudents do not expect religious beliefs to 
gove1m daily decisions. Rather they expect that these 
decisions will be socially determined. The general tendency 
1.s to be" duU.fully reS pons i v*" toward government, II but there 
is little inclination to contribute voluntarily to the 
public welfare or to seek an influential role in public 
affairs. "Students by and larg .. set great stoc.k. in college, 
in general, and in their 0'W'll college in particular," 
vocational preparation and skill.s and experience in social 
relations being regarded as the greatest benefits of 
college life. Jacob went on to report that among them 
(stt~ents) there were few significant changes in values 
durina the college yearl, and that among the few changes 
that could be noted the moat striking were in the direction 
of greater conformity with the prevailina profile. 
Jacob'. book val criticized by -Riesman (1958) who noted the generally un-
differentiated quality of his summaries. Web.ter, di.agreeina with Jacob'. 
report, found that Itudents grow more heterogeneous. The general effect of 
Jacob's work, bowever, has been valuable beeaue it has served to highlight 
.everal very tmportant research problema. 
Besides these critici .... recent studies have shown difference. in 
particular attitudes and values. lor example, Plant (1958), using the E 
scale .. a measure of ethnic prejudice or ethnocentrism .. in a study of 
students over a two year period, who voluntarily withdrew from San J08e 
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State College, compared them with the students who remained. Having 
lnitially matched them on intelligence and ~thnocentrism, he found that 
those who remained became significantly less ethnocentric in attitude, while 
those who withdrew did not. Later, Plant also found that college seniors 
are considerably less ethnocentric than they had been as freshmen. This 
agrees with the research (Webster, 1956) conducted at Vassar. 
Another evidence of change has been found in the attitude towards 
religion. In a longitudinal study (Webster et a1., 1962, pp. 826-7) carried 
out at the Center for the Study of Higher Education at the University of 
California, National Merit Scholarship winners (395 men and 175 women) were 
asked about their need to believe in a religion. They were asked to give 
their opinion about the emphasis that should be placed on teaching religion 
in college and to describe how their religious attitudes changed since 
entering college. The responses to the first question show definite change. 
The question was: "Do you personally feel that you need to believe in some 
sort of religious faith?" The proportion of affirmative responses decreased 
from year to year: 
At time of entrance 
By end of freshman year 
By end of sopbmore year 
By end of junior year 
Hen 
88'X. 
70% 
61'& 
51'& 
t-Jomen 
91'& 
76% 
74'& 
69% 
In the case of the men, the decrease continued but it seemed to level 
off for the women. 
There is a similar trend in the data for men in various major programs. 
Some exceptions are noted; the engineers change the 1eaat and humanities 
majors, who started with a larger majority professing a need to believe, 
change the most. The same is true of women studying the humanities. From 
this it is clear that a significant minority of these highly capable students 
change their religious attitudes during three years of college. There i8 a 
decreasing need for religious faith, especially amol~ men, and a lessened 
belief that colleges should teach religious values. Changes appear to be 
related both to the academic major and to the sex of those who answered. 
In the same study of National Merit Scholars, another finding that is 
quite general is that they become more liberal. In reply to the question: 
"Should the government provide medica.l and dental care for citizens who 
cannot afford such services '? the results were as follows: 
End of End of 
Freshman year Junior year 
les Ito les No 
Engineering-men 56% 29% 47% 42% 
Mathematics-men 5St. 19'Z 70%. 111 
Humanities-men 57% 38% 77~~ 22% 
Humanities-women 50% 39'Z 6 It. 261 
The engineers sllifted significantly from positive to negative but for 
the mathematics and humanities majors the change was in the opposite direc-
tion. The authors commented that students of very similar ability may 
change attitudes in opposing directions during college. Whether this is due 
mostly to the kinds of students who enter the different programs or mainly 
to variations in the influence of different curricula cannot be decided from 
this data. 
The authors conclude that todayls students become more !lliberaltl in the 
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sense of being more sophisticated and independent in their thinking, and 
placing greater value upon individual freedom and well-being. Liberalism 
in religion aud tolerance of ethnic differences would appear to have much 
the same meaning today as in the recent past. 
The research at Vassar College emphasized such personality charac-
teristics as intellectual functioning and achievement, authoritarianism (and 
its opposites), masculinity-femininity, and psychological health. Sanford 
(1956, 1958) presents some of the data obtained by using a number of scales, 
of which he gives a brief description. It is reproduced here to enable us 
to appreciate the amo~lt of thiru~ing aud experimentation that must have been 
involved in making up these scales for this special kind of population. It 
will also enable us to understand better the data obtained. 
Social Maturity. Low-scorers are authoritarian, compulsive, rigid, punitive, 
submissive to power, conventional, cynical, anti-intellectual, and emo-
tionally suppressed. High-scorers are relatively free of these characteris-
ties. The scale provided a measure of authoritarianism that was less ideo; 
logical than the original F scale. 
fmpulse Ixpression. High-scorers, in contrast to low-scorers, have a 
greater readiness to express 1apulses, or to seek gratification of them in 
overt action or in conscious feeling and attitude. High-scorers are usually 
dominant, aggressive, autonomous, exhibitionistic, and express interests in 
sex, excitement, and change. 
Developmental Status. A scale made up of attitude items that distinguish 
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older from younger students. In a sense such items reflect development from 
the freeman to the senior year - hence the name. High-scorers (seniors) in 
comparison with low-scorers (freshmen) are flexible and uncompulsive, im-
punitive toward persons but critical of the institutional authority of family 
state, religion; high-scorers are also intraceptive, non-conforming, free of 
cynicism, realistic, and mature in interests. Content from the two pre-
vious scales also appear in this scale. 
Dominance and Confidence. High-scorers endorse items avowing social con-
fidence, imperturbability, and ability to lead. In an assessment study of 
Vassar alumnae in the age range 40 to 45, low-scorers were found to be more 
troubled and lesa self-confident than high-scoring subjects. 
Repression and Suppression. One kind of subject, in responding to items in 
a personality inventory, will tend, often quite unconsciously, to reject 
(answer .. false' to) a disproportionately large number of statements which 
seem inexact, peculiar, or unconventional because he has a strong need to 
present himself in a "favorable!! light; while another subject will do just 
the opposite, that is, he will endorse many such items, which collectively 
give an impression of imprudence, unconventionality, and lack of inhibition. 
The first subject is a high-scorer on Repression and Suppression, the second 
a low-scorer. The "realisticll place to score on this scale is therefore 
near the mean. 
Social Integration. High-scorers are likely to be quite conventional and 
free of symptoms of social alienation; low-scorers usually feel that they are 
unhappy social isolates. 
Masculine Role. High-scorers are usually active persons with interests and 
attitudes characteristic of men in our culture; low-scorers are, on the 
contrary, more passive, aequidcent. and conventionally feminine. 
Vassar students were alao studied by means of the Hinnesota Multipba.sic 
fersonality Inventory (Hathaway end MCKinley, 1951), a test designed to 
measure the type and degree of psychopathology in the personality. They 
discovered that there is a consistent trend for seniors to be higher than 
freshmen OR the following scales: Hypochondriasis, Depression, Hysteria, 
fsychopathic Deviate, Schizophrenia and Mania. (The K, or Suppressor, 
Scale score does not differ significantly.) They find that seniors sub-
scribed more frequently than freshmen to statements indicating psychological 
or physical disturbances and instability. 
Are seniors more neurotic than alumnae? Freedman (1962, p. 863) in his 
study of Vassar alumnae, found that comparisons of alumnae (a representative 
sample) with senior scores on the HMPI are available for the class of 1955, 
tested again four years after graduation. The chief finding is that the 
alumnae are lower on all of the cliniCal scaleSe !bis indicates that the 
alumnae. as compared to their state as seniors, reveal less evidence of 
emotional difficulty, anxiety or psychological unease and more evidence of 
physical and psychological well-being. 
In interpreting these interesting findings, Freedman (1962, pp. 864-5) 
baa this to say: 
Perhaps we should think of a developmental phase of late 
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adolescence, beginning at same point in high school ••• 
and terminating around the end of the sophomore year 
in college; followed by a deye10pmental pha!e of young 
adulthood that begins ar~und the junior year and carries 
over to a yet undetermined extent into the alumnae years. 
From this point of view, basic changes in quality of 
character, outlook on life and fundamental personality 
characteristics are consolidated by the end of the 
sophomore year, after the developmental phases of early 
and late adolescence, in which rapid change has taken 
place; and, for some time thereafter, little change 
takes place in these characteristics, or, at least, 
change is likely to be a more measured or gradual affair. 
He feels that further research is needed to clarify the meaning of the 
results involving the RS scale (Repression-Suppression) and the MMPI. In 
the meantime, he (Freedman, 1962, p 865) offers these possible explanations: 
One tenable hypothesis is that the subsequent rise. in the 
RS score and the lowering of MMPI scores among alumnae are 
an indication that the gains or changes of adolescence, 
painful or difficult to integrate into the personality at 
times, have now been consolidated. However, one may posit 
an alternative view of things: higher scores obtained ~ 
the MMPI by seniors as compared to freshmen. the increase 
of "neurotic" s.YpU?toms which take place between fres~ 
and senior years. should be regarded more properly as a 
kind of external phenomenon. a function of the considerable 
d,CItlJ.llds made by the facult;z and administration of a school 
that maintains high 8tand~dp of scholarShip and academic 
performance. Conaidered from this point of view, the 
increased stability and well-being of alUDn4ae as compared 
to seniors is primarily a product of the less rigorous 
lives of the former. the lessened intensity of Qemands 
made upon them. (Underlining is mine) 
Further studies in this area have been done with groups of seminarians. 
William C. Bier S.J. (1948) did an extensive study at Catholic University, 
comparing a group of seminarians with four other groups of Catholic students: 
~1edieal, Dental, Law and College. 1\8 a result of his findings he suggested 
an adaptation of the MMFI to make it more suited for use in testing 
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seminarians. However, in our present study the original form of the MMPI 
has been used. Bier does not, however, reject the MMPI as it stands but 
would seek greater refinement to make it more suited to specialized groups 
such as seminarians. Lest the impression be given that the seminarians 
would be substantially different, here is what Bier (1948, p. SO) states: 
Me seminarians so special a group tm t trae norms of 
personality adjustment or mental health, established 
for the population at large, are inapplicable to them? 
The answer to this question, on the basis of the present 
evidence is NO! The MMPI will serve as a substantially 
suitable instrument in the testing of seminary adjustment 
because it is accomplishing essentially the same thing, 
gi¥tng essentially the same 'ifferentiation in the 
seminary group as it is in the others. The seminarians 
do not present a substantially different picture of good 
and satisfactorJ. or poor and unsatisfactory adjustment, 
from that given by the members of the other occupational 
groups studied. When, however, nearly a third of the 
total nuruber of differences attain significance at the 
.01 level, they demand serious consideration. 
Three unpublished studies of seminarians conducted by Andrew J. McDonagh 
John R. Gorman, and Leonard Murphy are also pertinent. Father Andrew J. 
McDonagh (1961) tested the first year college students of Quigley Seminary, 
in Chicago, using the MMPI as well as the Kuder Preference Record and the 
Mooney Problem Check List. This was being carried out as a companion thesis 
with that of John R. GOrman (1961) in which the latter used the same psy-
chological instruments to study the fourth year high-school students of the 
same Seminary. Gorman reported a rise on the MHPI scores for the first 
year colleg.e students over the fourth year high-school students which he 
thouabt might be due to age and increased 1II&turity. 
Leonard Murphy, C.P. (1962) using the MHPI tested three groups of 
seminarians and retested them - the first group after one year. the second 
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group after two years and the third group after three years. He found that 
the responses on the scales 1 (Hs). 2 (D), and 3 (By) changed significantly 
in the direction of better adjustment. In general there was a tendency to 
better adjustment. He noted that there was a certain uniformity of re-
sponses that was maintained by the three groups. He concluded that these 
changes must be due to the training program that provided the seminarians 
with an increased sense of security, accomplishment, well-being and purpose-
fulness. 
Among Protestants, Gynther and Kempson reported a study they made on 
seminarians who had taken a 12 week course of training in Clinical Pastoral 
work. They noted that previous studies using weekly logs and student diaries, 
showed personal change in varying degrees but the only significant element 
was in the student's view of himself and of his relations with others. The 
authors criticized this method as too subjective. Later on they did a study 
(Gynther and Kempson, 1958) using objective tests and found that personality 
changes and shifts in self-perception were relatively minor. However, they 
criticized their study because the m.unber of subjects was too small and the 
ministers, who were the subjects, were considerably older than the type of 
person found in clinical pastoral training who are usually young men with at 
least one year of seminary work. To meet these two objections and to secure 
additional evidence to support their own earlier findings they decided to 
repeat the study, (Gynther and Kempson, 1962) using six seminarians and a 
chaplain advisor. The students' ages were 22 to 27 with none having previous 
pastoral experience. During the first and final weeks of their twelve weeks 
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of training they were given the }~~I with standard instructions and the Inter-
Personal Check List, with instructions to describe themselves and the other 
members of their group. The results showed practically no significant changes 
of external underlying personality or of self-perception changes. The 
authors added a note to confirm their findings. They stated that they gave 
the UI:fPI, using test-retest method to a total of 30 trainees (from three 
different training centers) including the ones reported and in theearl1er 
study in 1958. In no case did change take place as defined in the method of 
analyzing psychological tests, so that the results of the different tests can 
be expressed in a common interpersonal language as described in the Inter-
personal System of Personality by Leary. However, the authors suggest that 
seminarians nught show significant personality cllanges if they undertook a 
full year of pastoral training instead of the usual three months. 
It would be the expectation of most people that certain personality 
changes should come about in a seminarian as a result of his greater concen-
tration on religious knowledge. Yet a study by Carol Martin and Robert c. 
Nichols (1962) at Purdue University did not find any significant differences 
between the informed and uninformed groups in the correlates of religious 
belief and personality. One hundred and Sixty-three college students were 
tested, using the Pa, L and ~ff scales of the l~I. Results of previous 
studies showed the religious believer to be a conventional, conforming person 
to whom, being socially acceptable, means a great deal. He is rigid, 
prejudiced, unintelligent, suspicious and generally pessimistic. Surprisingly, 
the religious man seems to be more masculine than the irreligious. According 
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to these results, the non-believer is the one who is most likely to embody the 
traditional Christian values of humility and respect for his fellow-man. The 
authors wondered if these same personality correlates would be found in a 
group of subjects who are highly informed about the finer points of religious 
doctrine so that they would be likely to perceive the inconsistency of these 
aspects of behavior with their professed beliefs. Their group of subjects was 
therefore chosen on the basis of their superior grasp of religious knowledge 
as shown by a test administered by the authors. However, the results showed 
no significant differences between the infonned and uninformed groups. 
It has been generally accepted that age makes a difference in r~PI scores 
with a clear tendency for higher scores at higher age levels. William Bier 
(1948) confirms this tendency noted by Hathaway and McKinley (195l) and 
adjusted the means of his results for age diffecences. However, a recent 
study by Canter, Day, Imboden and Cluff (1962) finds no significant differences 
on the 11J:.'lPI for different age groups. They tock'random samples of males, 20-
29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59 and 60-69 from the population of male adults employed 
as civilians in an Army Chemical \~arfare Center in 11aryland. .A slightly 
shortened form of the 11HPI (the 81 scale was excluded) was administered to a 
group of 137 males with a mean age of 36. None was known to have had a psy-
chiatric illness at the time of testing. They reported no significant 
differences among the mean scores for the different age groups. It was 
concluded that there is no need to correct the ~~I norms for age. They 
explain previous scores of ~~I score-increase-with-age as probably the result 
of sampling subjects suffering from some medical or neuro-psychiatric illnesses 
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It should be added that in their testing they used the MOrale-Loss Index of tb 
MMPI and the Cornell Medical Index Health Questionnaire to eliminate any sub-
ject suffering from illness. 
In preparing for this study, the study of adolescent personality and 
behavior by Hathaway and Monachesi (1963) was very helpful because of their 
expert analysis of the meaning of the scores in the ~ifferent categories of 
the Nl1PI. 
Other studies of seminarians by means of the MMPI have been deue. Le Roy 
Wauck (1957) tested 206 major seminarians wit~ the Kuder Interest Inventory, 
the Ohio State Psychological Examination, the Group Rorschach and the MMPI. 
He found significant differences at the .05 level on only two scales, the D 
scale and the Mf scale. He noted a difference in the Pt scale at the ten per-
cent level, but none of the other scales were significant at or beyond the 
five percent level. This finding seemed to suggest a triad of scales D, Mf, 
and Pt with a peak on Mf as typical for successful seminarians. Seminary life, 
when taken seriously, does increase temporary or situational anxiety. 
Another study resulted from criticism of William Bier's dissertation on 
the MMPI and seminarians. PatrickJ. Rice S.J. (1958) tested whether Bier's 
group of seminarians constituted a good representative sampling of students 
for the priesthood. Riee ahose what he considered a more homogeneous group of 
major seminarians. He investigated three null hypotheses of which two relate 
to this study: 
1. That there is no difference significant at .05 level of confidence 
between the MMPI performance of the Bier group and Ricels homogeneous group. 
2. That there are no intra-aroup differences withiu this more homo-
geneoua group significant at the .OS level of confidence. Rice (1958, pp l1-
ll) remarks that: 
The major null bypotheai. of thi. thesi. was the hypothe.is 
of no difference in MHPI performance between the lier ,roup 
and the Bxperimental Group ••• significant at the .OS level of 
confidence. On the basis of the data presented above, the 
null hypothesis may be rejected, specifically for .cale. 3, 
4, 5 and 6. In other worda, the MMPI performance is so 
significantly different that the two groups may be said to 
be samples of significantly different populations. COnse-
quently, lier's contention that hil subjects represented a 
good representative sampling of student. for the prie.thood 
muat be accepted with qualifications. The statement cannot 
be read to mean that the Bier group may be used as a normative 
for seale. 3, 4, 5 and 6. 
Benko and Huttin (1956), like Bier, made modifications of the MMPI Qt 
Lowain, Belgium for testing seminarians. They found that the Pt, Se and Us 
scales are those which Pfor our group of seminarians, are the most symptomatic. 
,a, it is the tendencies towards psychasthenia. schizophrenic or schizoid 
personality and hypochondriasis witch are found in most characteristic faahion 
among sem.nariana, maladjusted to rel1aioua Ufe". 
There are two other studie. similar to the investigation here presented: 
those of Bakeuwerth (1966) and Murtaush (1965). 
Hakeuwerth'. study of the effect of religious life on the MMPI .cores of 
reUgious Brothers is similar to the present s.tWy in that be retested 80 
Brothe" who bad taken the MO?I before entering. He used the £'e&r80n '1''', 
chi square and the ntH telt to measure the .igoificance of the differencea. 
His general finding: the rest.. of reliaioua life .erves to maintain 8R 
elevation whtch, ha reaaonecl. va. largely the result of years of tralnina. 
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However, he could not substantiate this as he had not tested the Brothers 
immediately after their training period. 
Using a modification of Kobler's criterion, he singled out those profiles 
with a mean of 58+ on the clinical scales, and two or more scales above a T-
score of 70 (excluding the Mf scale). These he called critical scores. He 
found that there were 14 scores that were critical before entry: five of 
these lowered their scores so that they were no longer in the critical 
category. The remaining 9 continued to be critical or worse. But he found 
18 subjects who were critical in the retest who had not been critical in the 
test. He asks the question: Did these develop during the training period or 
after the work of the Order had begun? The answer, he says, is not clearcut, 
because of lack of data at the conclusion of the training period. He found 
significant differences 011 scales Mf, and Sc at .01; on F, Hy and Pt at .05. 
Comparison of the mean scores of the five subgroups into which he had 
divided the 80 subjects according to the amount of time spent in the religious 
life showed no consistent pattern of change over the ten years of active life, 
Therefore, he reasoned that the amount of time is not a consistent factor. 
The rise must be in the training period. 
The present thesis differs from Hakenwerth's in that: 1) the subjects 
were different - all seminarians; 2) they were retested in the last year of 
their college training period; and 3) coding was used, as well as the T-scores, 
to analyze the critical scores. 
Murtaugh also made a longitudinal study investigating the predictability 
of the liMPI and Kuder for diocesan seminarians. 
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Be invest1aated the _1 and Kuder scores of 90 priests, ordained from 
five to ten years, as compared with their scores on the same tests taken 
during their time as major seminarians. He used the Pearson "r" and the tit" 
ratio to obtain correlations and differences between three categories: a) the 
total group's test and retest results; b) between the 90 responding ordained 
seminarians and the 55 non-ordained who were among the 206 major seminarians 
taking the tests between 1953 and 1955 incl.; c) betwften the 90 ordained who 
responded and the 56 who were a180 ordained but did not respond. 
His thesis differed from the present oue in that it retested subjects 
after from five to ten years in the priesthood. Although he did not find 
sufficient evidence to show that the MMPI is a reliable predictor of per-
formance of candidates for the priesthood, yet the change8 that took place 
on certain. of the scales between the test a8 8eminarians and the test as 
priests furnish a good basi8 for comparison with the present thesi8. 
His findings were as foll~s: 
K. an increase on this scale shows areater psy-
chological defensiveness in the priest8. 
F. a decrease on this scale indicated that the 
'priests were more careful in the preparation 
of the protocols. This chanae in the priests 
is to be expected because of their priestly 
experience and maturity. 
Pt. a decrease on this scale indicates in the priests a 
trend towards les8 minutiae. le8s sCrupulo8ity, le8s 
obaessive-l'.omnulqive t: ..... ,. ....... '!fAA 
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Ma. Murtaugh interpreted ai' ,increase on this scale as showing 
a slightly greater tendency to overt behavior, less 
social constriction, less behavioral inhibition. These 
changes can be charged to environmental differences 
bebqeen seminary and priestly life. 
Hy. The increase on this scale is reasonable in that it 
correlates with the observable fact that many diocesan 
priests develop gastric and abdominal complaints and 
cardiac symptoms due to externally caused frustrations 
and worries rather than to excessive introversion and 
compulsive tendencies. 
In comparing the scores of the ordained and the non-ordained sCDlinarians, 
Murtaugh found that the only significant difference was on scale Pa i.e. 56.91 
for the ordained and 53.09 for the non-ordained. This was a significant 
difference at the .01 level. Accordi.ng to Nurtaugh' s interpretation the 
higher score for the seminarians, who were later ordained, showed that they 
were more paranoid i.e. more sensitive, more worried, more suspicious than 
those who were. not ordained or the non-successful ones. But he notes that 
this does not mean much because, 1) the difference is so slight and 2) it is 
still well within the normal range i.e. it is still below T-70. 
Murtaugh. further explains this finding: it seems logical that the 
seminarian who is more anxious to please his superiors ru1d more eager to 
persevere would also be more sensitive, more worried, and more suspicious, 
especially when his superiors put him on trial or tested him. This finding 
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agrees with Wauck's (1956) statement that seminarians, as a group, tend to be 
mor_e conscientious" socially sensitive, tactful and that seminary' life, when 
taken seriously, does increase temporary or situational anxiety over one's 
well-being. Perhaps this factor should be tied in with the significantly 
higher Mf score of the successful seminarians, all of which indicates that 
the successful responding seminarians were more introspective and self-con-
cerned, more sensitive and more interested in self-improvement. 
The Question Under Investigation 
In the above literature on the use of the MMPI in testing seminarians, 
the purpose has been to employ it as a screening device for guidance in 
determining the qualifications for admission of a young man to the seminary; 
it has also been used to identify those maladjusted students who could be 
aided by counseling and therefore saved for the seminary. \-Jith the exception 
of the aforenlentioned unpublished master's theses, the literature records few 
other specific studies of Catholic seminarians that would present evidence of 
significant change in personality, such as Sanford and Freedman's claim for 
college students. This thesis proposes to study the question: Is there 
significant change in personality effected by seminary training1 It is hoped 
that light may be thrown on these secondary questions; III what area does 
change take place? Is it positive or negative, desirable or undesirable? 
How do our seminarians camparewith other seminarians, with college students, 
with the general population? How do our results compare with those of Sanford 
add Freedman? 
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Procedure 
The subjects are students at Maryknoll Seminary, Glen Ellyn, Illinois, 
in their senior year. Maryknoll Seminary provides a four year liberal arts 
course in the training process of Maryknoll priests. There is an orien-
tation of the training towards the future missionary work of the students. 
The students enter in September and finish the school year in June. For 
freshmen and sophOmores there is a three-month vacation at home arid two weeks 
at Christmas. The summer vacation for juniors and seniors allows them five 
weeks at home. The remainder of the summer is devoted to apostolic work or 
taking summer courses. Christmas vacation is spent at home. Students are 
invested in the cassock in their junior year. - But this does not constitute 
any official commitment to Maryknoll. No student takes any official step 
into the Society until the conclusion of his novitiate training which takes 
place at Hingham, Massachusetts after graduation from Glen Ellyn. At the end 
of tea months of novitiate training he takes his first temporary Oath which 
makes him a member of the Society. All the seniors are in good health. All 
have been in the seminary here for at least three years. All have been 
tested with the MMPI when they applied for admission, therefore, several 
months before beginning their studies. Those who took the retest were 
volunteers .• 
The short form of the MHPI was chosen for the retest because this form 
had been used to test the seniors when they were pre-freshmen. The literatur 
on this personality test is so massive that it is not necessary here to 
demonstrate its validity. This test was also chosen because the results can 
be coarpue4 with tho.e of .ther i.titutiou where the IIIPI ... _e4. 
M a l'e.u1t of the ravi_ of the l1teratura, .. peeia11y the ·1081 .tudy 
JUCle by Suford au.cl Fr ..... at V ... ar, it i. theod .• ect tbat .ipilicant 
cbaaaa .houU take plaoe in the .eaf.nary J-t .. BIOh ... if not IlOre. than 
in colles.. The ._iD,ry population is a nOI'Ml one, althouah .llahtly 
elevated _ tbe .,1 .cala ... i. tl'Ue of all coll .. a populatiou. accordi. 
to liar aacI other.. Iowft'er, aaainlt thi. theory would b. tile findillll of 
Gynthar acI x-peoa who did not ftacl any .f.pf.ftcant chana" in their 
.tuti .. of .... nari ... aftar t .... _tlul of lIlta.iva putora1 train1D1. 
a1thouah they noted tbat t.ee .. tile v .. bardly .uffici_t t1M. Another 
doubt 18 raf.8ed by the .tudy of Martia a4 lIioho1. .ine. they did not flacl 
any .1pificant differenc.. between inforaecl aacI uninfoa.d l'e1ili'" aroupa 
in the conelato of rel1lioue beUaf aacl per.onaU.ty. eo.aqunt ly. the 
rellaf.oue trainina aspect of .-.1naty life would DOt .e. to brina about 
.ipilicaat per.ODa1ity chanaa.. !he theory tbat .isn1ficaat per.ona1ity 
cbanae will take place in the .eaf.nary i. t .. ted by .ettina up the null 
b;ypotb.eei. : 
19 .ipifiC!Dt paP2MAitx cbese! take 'WI At 
II£rIalpAA sPtpmr .. , EMult pf thrM I .... eI 
'SP! JDO'Atlul of !a1Mn trWtJ.y. 
Thta hypotheai. will be te.ted at the .05 level of .f.pf.ficance. 
In Hay of 1965. lea. than a .:mth ba'ore Iredution. volunteer ..... 
the .enlor clu. were aSked to cooperate in thi. eapertment by takina a 
retu. in the *'1. It... a very busy time for t., yet 18 aareecl. fte 
test. were administered by p.ycholoBY students, under the direction of the 
profeaaor of psychoiosy. This ia called Group A. Scortaa V48 by hand, the 
Means and the Standard Deviationa a. well &s the T score. vere obtained by 
following the directions of the Manual. Then the "til ratios were calculated 
accordtna to the statiatical fonaula and the lip." value obtained. The a_ 
calculationa were carried out for the pre-truta.an te.ta of tb.1s Croup A. 
These tests had been filed under code numbers by the professor of psychology. 
The same procedure vas followed in reaard to Group I. This Group vas 
_de up of 23 seniors of the 1966 class who volunteered to take the retest in 
September of thia 8chool ,... (1.e. 1965-19"). Alain, the tests were 
administered and scored by psychology students under the direction of their 
professor. 
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CBAPDI. II 
DBSCRIPTION OF RESULTS 
The results are presented as followa: 
I. Results of the pre-frabman test (A) and the senior re-test (I) are 
shown for Groups I and II and for the combined groups according to 
the same means, standard deviations. T scores and probability of 
occurring through chaDce alone. The result. are also plotted 
according to their T scores to show the profile. of the Group. 
graphically aDd according to rank order. Pinally the score. were 
coded according to the method described in the MHPI manuel. 
II. The results of Group I were compared with tho.e of Group II accordina 
to means and accord Lng to their code •• 
III. The "High" scores in each group were determined, as well as the 
II Normals I! t for purposes of comparison, by .ana and standard 
deviationa, as well &8 by codes. 
IV. Finall,. the frequeuc,. of similar codes of both group. was found in 
order to discover more about the deviant individual scores in each 
group and to seek an understanding of the und.erlying cause if an,. is 
present. 
****************. 
I. Results of the combined groups, totalling 41 students: 
1. Comparison of the two tests, A and ., for the two Ckoups and the 
combined group: .Table I records the results of the IIIPI tests 
eluriDa the pre-freslaen period ael eluri. the seDior year for the 
two ,roups, 18 of the Cl48S of 1965 anel 23 of the clas8 of 1966, 
anel then for the cambinecl aroups. 
Significant differences between the pre-freshmen test (A) and 
the senior re-test (I) are noted on scale &. A significant 
difference below the .05 level of significance is also noted in 
scale 3 (By) for Group I, but this el~es not appear in the reaults 
for Group II, nor for the combined Group. 
2. Tables II, III, and IV give the same information but in 
'separate tabl... Table II for Group I, Table III for Group II, and 
Table IV for the combined groups. It should be noted that there is 
no significant difference shown on any of the clinical scales for 
Group II. However, there is a sianificant diff.-ence at .02 level 
on validity scale X. 
3. Figure I lives the profiles for Group I, showing the T scores 
for the A. and B tests. There il a fairly relular elevation of the 
re-test results over those of the pre-frelhmen test, wli'~slight 
peaka on scales 3 (ft.r), 5 0Hf) and 8 (Sc) and definite lowerings on 
scale8 6 (Pa) aDd 9 0Ka). 
Figure 2 lives the profiles for Group II, showing the T acore. 
for the A and B tests. Here there is a II1aht elevation on scales 
I (Be) and 3 (By). while scale 2 (D) drops, formina the familiar 
converlion V ahape of the Heurotic Triad. The other scorea are all 
below the pre-freahmen acores, shOWing a sliaht elevation on acalea 
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S (Mf) and 7 (Pt) with a depression on scale 6 (pa) and a mild 
slope on scalea 8 (Sc) and 9 ~). 
Figure 3 illustrates the difference of the total group (i.e. 
Groups I and II combined) in T scores on the two tests, A and B. 
There are mild elevations on scales 1 (Ha), and 3 (Ry), 8 (Sc), and 
9 (!fa). 
II. Comparison of the results of Group I and II: 
1. The profiles of Group I and II are plotted on Figure 4. 
Group II shows an elevation of 2.7 T units on scale 1 (Hs) and 2.4 
units on scale 3 OIy). but is well below Group I on all the other 
scales except 4 (Pd) and 9 (Ma) where they are both the 8_e. TheSE 
profiles corre.pond with Table V where the two Groups are listed 
in the lank Order of their T units, show1ng, in the caee of Group I, 
an overall rise in B test of 47.1 units, while Group II shows a 
decrease of 7.7 units on B test. 
The difference is also reflected in Table VI where tbe .... ! 
scores of each Group, and the combined groups are compared with the 
reaulta of eollege males, and of Bier's, Gorman's and McDonqh's 
seminarians. 
A f~ther evidence of differan4e between Group I and Group 11 
is shown in Table VIla and Table VIIb. In Group I. four students 
exceeded their pre-freahmen score each by 10 or more unita, or 
each by one standard deviation. One of theae w&822 units (over 
two at8Dd.ard deviational aove his pre-freslDea score. There were 
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no scores that were 10 units less than the pre-fresh8en results. 
However, in Group II, there were only two who eaceededtbair pre· 
freshman results while there was one whoae score was 14.3 units 
less than his pre-freshman score. 
2. Comparing Groups I and II according to the Rank Order of the 
MMPI scales, as shown on Table VIII, Group II is lower on scales 
5 ~), 7(pt), 2 (0), and 8 (Sc) while they are equal on scale 9 
~), on the senior test. 
Ill. Comparison of the "Highs" in both Groups: 
In order to find out more about the Groups, those who had a 
score on any scale of 70 T score units nr above were selected to 
compose a "High" group. These are listed in Table IX according to 
the Rank Order of their means. The T scores are also plotted to 
show the difference in profiles for both tests and for both groups 
in Figures 5 andC6. 
In figure 5, the score of the B test for Group I is elevated, 
in all the scales, rather consistently. There is a positive slope 
to a peak on scale 4 (Pd), a leveling off to scale 5 ~f), the 
typical V on scale 6 (Pa), and peaks on scales 7 (pt) and 8 (Sc). 
This latter becomes a spike, going up to a mean of 73.8 T units and 
then a sudden slope to scale 9 ~) which marks a score of 60.2. 
In figure 6, the profiles for tests A and B for Group II's 
"Highs II do not show much change. There is the neurotic triad with 
the conversion V, a flattening out through scala 4 (Pd) to scale S 
(lit) ........ teat I'..wa are 4.' ... ta s... .... t1IoM of tee& .. 
1be l'_tadH of t1ae pnft1e oa tca1e 7 (rt). tlM1e • (Ie). ... 
acal. , (If&) 41"0,. aUp'11 .. law tbI " eMt ....-1~ •• ..".. • 
well d.f1Decl paraof.4 vall.,. 
In f1pre 7, the COIllrMt be.... ,be Jl1I1.aM" aa4 t... ulioraalAl' 
1n Group I i. _ .. 1clan1.II1e. '!be .... 18 atay 1MIt:wMD 58 ... eo r 
un1t. w1tll a .1taht ... _ ... lea 3 (IJ). J (Nf), ad 9 (IIa) wi ... 
lowe OIl .eal.. 1 (118). 2 (8). 4(r4). 6 cPa>, 7 (ft) J .. 9 ora). 
¥btl. tile JU.aha lie •• lnn.t1" to Mal_ 4· (N) ... S OU) vWa • 
noticeable "aU., _ aca1e 6 (fa) ill lloda A .. I. Iotll A ... 
1':Lee to Male 7 (ft) 'ritll B coat1auina to lt1 h' ..... t polat _ 
acale • (8e) fa111D& rapUly ,Ilea to acal. t (Ma), 13 r UD1t. b.l. 
fte IIiaIw 1Mc_ btpIeC OIl teat " ttb11e die ....,.. ....... _ 
ac&lea 2 (I)>> 3 (II.y) t S (Mf), 7 (tt) oID4 , (Ka). 
GrOtII' U t • JUs" ... Womala an plotted .. '1pre I. !beN 
,.:of11ea .how • ~t. tNt ** ............ tllat La Group I" 
IU.P J • ..,. about _ aver ... of 10 r uaita a1»ove 1Iona1 I. ~ .. 
are .1Ian 1»" .... of clotted .... Ua1alat linea. In .eural, II1ak 
I La 1_.1' tba lU.ab... 'bQriaa • __ ... t t .... D.Ona1&:y. Tb.e 
IIorula of I teat ......... tiDIt __ ot1& U'W .. CORYeI',1_ Y. 
aa4 the • ulattve .10pe ... pt for a '11&1* elAlvat1_ 00. .cal •• 
(So) whleb. 1n41catea a .v_t to F.ater ncn:aalq. 
LookJ.raa at Tel. :rxa eM JIb. 111 vld.cll tba JU.aIIa .. tile 
.ftDll, ... c..,..e4 ... emU ... to die ..,1 __ .. the Mall r 
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scores of each scale, the following findings appear: 
Table IXa: the Highs in Group I are on an average 5.31 
T units higher in the results of B test over 
those of At with the greatest elevation on 
scale 8 (Sc), ten units; on scale 4 (Pd), 
8.7 units; on scale 7 cPt), 4.6 units; on 
scale 3 (.By), 4.1 units; and on scale 5 ~). 
3.2 units. 
Whe~eas. in comparing the results of the Highs in Group lIon the 
two tests, very little change is found: scale 5 (Mf) decreased 
4.8 units in B test and scale 8 (Sc) dropped 3.7 units. There was 
a rise of 3.9 units on scale 4 (Pd), but only a slight rise on 
scale 3 (.By) amounting to .5. In Group I three Highs moved to 
normalcy on test B, while three Normals became Highs. In Group II, 
five Highs became Normals, while five Normals became Highs, of 
which only three were significantly High. 
~able IXb shows the differences between the Normals of both 
Groups; 
Group I, surprisingly, shows a mean increase 
of only .5 units on the B test wlUc h 
indicates how deviant the Highs are. 
Group II also shows that the differences between 
the results of the Normals. on both tests, 
are minimal, amounting to a mean difference 
of .4. 
Tur1:Wla apin to Fiaurea 7 aM 8, where the profil •• of 
BiShs and 101'm&1a are ahown, the contraata are clearly indicated. 
In Fiaure 7 the Biaba of Croup I .bow wide differencea in 
the reaults of teat. A and B. The results of te.t A .carcely 
ri.e beyond 65 '1' unit., while teat B roulta aoar above 70 on 
acal.a 7 (pt) and 8 (Sc). ft. 1I01'm&1a for Group I ue all within 
the one Standard Deviation hand exc.pt for acale S 0Nf) wbich aoea 
beyond 60 units. The Blaha of Group I are notably elevated on the 
p'ychotic tetrad eKcept acale 9 0Ka). 
In liaure 8. aa apected, the contra.t hetween the loral. 
and the Biaha of Croup II i. not ao areat. TIle neurotic triad ia 
coa.a1ateD.t. with the Biaha raa.a1a.a fro. , to 10 unit. above the 
lorals. Scale 5 0If) i. a peak in the A teat re.ult., hut levela 
off in the B tot result.. There ia a neaative .lope in the 
paycbotic tetrad with .cal.a 8 (Sc) aa.4 9 ~) fallia.a .. ay 
ar&dually from 7 cPt). 
An explanation of 'fable Ik. 
!his will be clearer if a .ya.thes1a 1a made. Group I .tarted with 8 
Biaha (deviant.) and 10 Ionaala aa a reault of the pre-&e.bman test. All a 
result of test B. the followina cbaQaes are noted which would reflect the 
influence of thre. year. of •• :laary traia1aa: 
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)fore deviant Changed from Changed to Changed to No chanae 
Normal to deY. non-dev. les. dav. noted 
, (10. 1* (No. 9* (No. 3 2(Bo· 6 7 subjects 
3(10. 2* 3(&. 10* 3(No. 5 (10. 8 
(No. 4* (10. 11 (No. 7* 
Group II started with 11 Highs (deviants) and 12 Normals. 
2(10. 1* (No. 12* (No. 2 (No. 6 7 subjects 
(Bo. 4* (!fo. 13* (No. 3* 4(»0. 9 
,(No. 14 ,(No. 5* (No. 10 
(10. 15* (lito. 7 (No. 1", 
(No. 16* (lito. 8* 
(* more than • OS level of sisnificance) 
From Table IXc it was discovered that 13 (ten of whom were significantly 
below • OS) became more deviant or changed from. normal to deviant. There were 
14 (five significantly bel~ .05) changed to nonMdeviant or less deviant. And 
in 14 subjects there was no change noted. Therefore, in line with the search 
for sisnificant chanae. at the .05 level of significance or lower, the 
following statements can be made: 15 subjects changed significantly (5 
favorably and 10 unfavorably); 12 changed moderately (9 favorably and 3 un-
favorably); and 14 .howed no notable chanae accor~ing to this method of 
analysis. 
'inally, another .tudy was made, using a modification of Kohler's 
criterion. According to Kobler (1964). if the applicant has a mean score of 
58+ on the MHPI scales, including one or more scores at or above 70, and 
high score., especially on .cales 7 (pt) and 8 (Sc), the applicant ¥ould be 
further clinically evaluated regarding suitability for religioua life. 
Bakenwerth modified Iobler's criterion by rating as critical tho .. 
profilel with .. mean .core of 58+ on the clinical scales and two or more 
acales above a T-score of 70 (excluding the Mf acale). Applying thie crlterloa 
to the Icores of the 41 aubjects of thil study the foll~taa reeults are 
noted: 
four were in the critical category .. a result of the test before entry 
(3 in Group I and 1 in Group II). Durtng the seminary course al1four lowered 
their score. so that they were no lonaer in thta category. 
But it was diacovered that there were nine 10. the re-telt who were in the 
critical catelory who bad not been 1u this catelory in the entry test. 
CompariDa these reaults with Bakeawerth', it ia interestiDl to note that, 
proportionately, about the .... number developed Deurotic tendencies i.e. 18 
of Bakeawerth' a subjects (18 out of 71 because 9 of his or1a1ual 80 svbjecta 
continued in the critical catelory) or 25'& becae critical while , out: of 41 
in thia Itud,., or 221 bec ... critical. 
the areaa in which an elevation of Icore took place were the followina: 
scale 8 (Sc) had six at 70 or above' 8cale 4 (Pd) had five above 70, there 
were four above 70 on 8cale 7 (Ft) i thl'.. on 8cale, 3 (Ily) aDd 9 (Ha) and two 
each on 6 (pa) and 1 (Ba). 
Altbouah the ,amples are small, from this It'UCly ODe may conclude that 
about 221 of the student'. durtns their seminary life from freshman up to and 
includina part of the ,ea.ior year, will tend to be confused about their loala. 
experience inability to relate with their peers, feel anxious about sex 
matters, will be secretive and will be subject to da,.-dreatna aDd fant .. y 
thtnkina (Sc)~ MOreover, there are closely related ob .... ive·cftmftu1 ·ive it .... 
aSTO~ 
I ...... , . -,,_ .. 
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doubts and unreaaonable fears as well aa exceslive vacillation in making 
decisions (pt). It would be expected that lome would experience &ntasonism 
towarda authority and show uncon~ional and even &&&rellive behavior. 
Bakeuwerth concludea that the elevation in the acorea of his subjecta is 
not an indication of peraonality breakdown but rather due to the added strass 
caused by taking on a higher loal of aelf-perfection, compliance to a de-
tailed aule of life, and sreater concern for others. He would .ee the 
elevation of scorea as largely situational. Thia would explain, he hypothe-
sizes. why the 18 aubjects, who obtained critical scorea on the re-test only, 
were not detected by the pre-entry test .. they were not yet experiencing the 
situational strell of religious lifa which alevatea certain acores. 
The findinga from tMa atudy would aeem to support Bakemrerth' a con-
clusion i.e. that the elevation of seorea ia not an indication of peraonality 
breakdown but due to the aituation. 
IV. Results of the Codins: 
In Tablea la, Xb. and Xc the T acorea are coded accoriina to the 
Hathaway method. Table xa ahows the acores for each nUlllber of Group I 
(lfo. 18). fi.at the acore on the A teat. then below it, the acore on 
the B teat. 
The foll-iDa are worthy of note: 
F (raw acore): the hiaheat ia 13 on the B test for aub .. 
ject 10. S whoa. score on test A was only 1. 
The Handbook notea that a riae in r also 
means a rise in scal.a 8 (8c) and 6 (Pa). 
This is very true in this subject who 
va. 101 on .cale 8 (Sc) and 82 on 8cale 
6 (Pa)_ 
Subject Bo. 10 scored 11 on teet A. but 
he dropped to 4 on test B vith a parallel 
movement _ay from scale 8 (Sc) which 
dropped trom94 to 57 T units. 
lC. (raw 8core): the highest vas 27 and the neat was 24 • 
. 
There were 13 between 15 and 25. the 
loweat acore vas 7. 
Ten subjects were noted to have increased 
in score for It. while 6 decreased and 2 
remained the s .... 
Further study of lC. abowe4 that 2 subjecta decreased by.1 unit~· 1 su'bject 
b,.2 units; and 3 subjecta. 'by 3 _it,_ It waa also noted that 4 subjects 
incl'ease4 'by 1 unit. 1 subjeot. by 2 units, 1 subject. by 3 units; 1 subject. 
by 5 unitl; 1 .ubject. by 6 units, laubject, by 11 unita; and 1 subject by 
12 unita. 
81pificant changes took place in subjects Bo. 5, 10. 12, and 6 and to 
some extent in No.7. 17. and 18. lumbers S, 6. 12, 17, and 18 moved towards 
abnormality significantly, while numbers 7, 10, and 14 showed significant 
lDOVe. toward nox.ality. au will be clearer if, in addition to the cod •• , 
the T acor.. for th •• e are aiven; 
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Subject Scales in T scores Code r:1t 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
No. 5(A teet) 44 51 47 48 67 53 48 50 48 5 
-
1 1: 1C 
(B test) 44 lQ. 5S 76 1.§. 
-
§! 12 ill 11 8""6"75492'3 - 1 13:1] 
No. 6(A test) 54 41 56 57 57 62 50 51 43 6453 - 9 l:U 
(B teat) 54 58 58 II .2Q. 1! 62 Z§. 65 S" '684'9723 - 0 5: 11 
No .12 (.4 teat) 39 58 49 71 71 44 44 40 48 ~'2 .. ~61 7:9 
(I test) 59 1.2.. 62 67 21 59 81. SA 58 87' '52 '43ill, 7:7 
No. 18 (A test) 52 32 56 60 57 62 66 67 73 9'876453 - 2' 5: 1~ 
(8 teat) 52 53 55 60 63 53 n 1.1 lQ 789'543 .. 0 6: 1~ 
No. 17 (A teat) 49 44 51 57 43 53 60 51 70 9'74 .. 52 2:U 
(B test) 65 56 II 64 61 59 66 74 
-
55 83' 7145629 
--
5 :2A 
The next three, Numbers 7. 10, and 14 moved significantly towards normality 
in Test B: 
Subject Scales in T scores Code P:IC 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
No. 7~A te.t) 41 65 53 64 1!t l! II 69 45 67S'8li .. 19 4:1] (I test) 41 56 51 42 67 56 52 55 55 t1§.U - 14 8:7 
No.10(A test) lQ. 46 67 II 67 53 n .2! 63 8' I '7' • 41',ll9 - 0 11:2« (I te.t) 57 44 64 l! 65 62 62 57 55 4 f »il.l!2. .. 2 4:2 
Ho.14(A te.t) 54 56 65 4S l! 50 60 65 45 5'.an - 9 3:1 (B test) 47 36 6S 41 63 65 50 55 58 36598 - 2'4 2: l~ 
-....-.... 
Humber 7 with three ecalea above 70 T unita in Te.t A reduced all to lee. than 
70 T unit. in Teet I, movina significantly toward. normalcy • .umber 10 with 
• cale 8 (8c) in the ninetie. and .cale 7 (Pt) in the eightie. and two others 
70 or more, was able to reduce all four of the scores to le.e than 70 T units 
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except scale 4 (Pd) in Test B, thusmoving in a very significant way towards 
normalcy. Note that his abnormal F score of 11 dropped to a normal of 4. 
Code rrequency: 
Because of the amall number in the sample of Group 1, one-point code 
frequency as shown in Table Xc is of Itmited value. 
Code 2 occurred once. 
Code 3 occurred once. 
Cocle 7 occurred once. 
Code 4 occurred five timea. 
Code 5 occurred eisht tlmea. 
Code 6 occurred five times. 
Code 8 occurred six times. 
Code 9 occurred six ttmes. 
In regard to the frequency of two-point Codes, here again, the small 
number of subjects made the results of dubious value: 
Code 45 occurred three times. 
Code 93 occurred three ttmes. 
All the other Codes listed in Table Xc had a frequency of only one or two. 
Table Xb shows the codes of Group II: 
Scale F: does not go any higher than the raw score 7. The 
mean for Test A is 3.6 while for test B it is 2.6, 
a decreaae of one unit which ia significant at the 
.02 level of significance. (of. Table III) 
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K (raw scores) ranging betw~en 27 and 15 are as follows: 
Score Frequency Increase of Frequency Decrease 
2L. 
Freguency 
27 1 2 units 
- 2 1 unit .. 3 
,25 1 
23 5 3 units .. 7 2 units- 2 
22 2 
21 4 5 units .. 2 4 units- 1 
20 2 
19 4 6 units .. 6 
18 4 
17 4 9 units .. 1 
16 5 
15 4 13 units .. 1 
The remaining K scores were all below 15 units, the lowest being 9 units. The 
median is 4.2. This is another way of showing the elevation of K in test B. 
The Code. of the clinical scales: Subjects No.1, 7, and 20 show spectacular 
changes; while Nos. 2,3,5,6.8,12,17,18,21, and 23 also show changes but less 
spectacular. They become clearer if the T scores are listed with the codes. 
Scales that show a movement towards abnormalcy: 
Sublect 
No. 1(A test) 
(B test) 
No. 7(A test) 
(I test) 
No. 5(A teat) 
(B test) 
No. ,8(A test) 
(B test) 
Scales in T scores 
123456789 
77 63 67 67 65 65 66 67 55 
54 51 II li 11 65 58 53 58 
52 53 67 60 73 53 66 59 48 
6.5 60 11 69 II 6.5 66 71 4.5 
.59 56 6.5 Zi 69 62 64 69 60 
54 56 67 71 69 50 64 59 70 
-
54 44 60 S3 76 53 50 56 48 
65 48 76 60 71 65 62 .59 50 
1'34!75629 .. 
453'679 .. 
5'378 .. 
358'4716~ .. 9 
4'5S37 62Y, .. 
49'53782 .. 
5'38 .. 2 
3.5'1678 -
7:21 
2:19 
3:22 
6:25 
4:23 
2:15 
5:17 
3:20 
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The following bad no scales over T 70 in test A, but escalated in one or cwo 
scales over T 70 in their B test which shows a movement towards abnormalcy: 
Subiect Scale! is T scores ~ ,:It 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
No. 2(A test) 41 63 44 57 49 41 58 51 53 274 - 613 3:10 
(D test) 59 68 60 62 11 65 11 61 48 75'264831 - 5:13 
No.21(A teat) 52 51 51 60 57 56 66 56 53 74568 - 7:9 
(I test) 65 51 62 1.! 55 53 11 65 65 47'18935 .. 3:22 
No. 10 (A test) 57 46 58 67 69 56 58 48 60 5497316 - 3:18 
(I test) 59 44 67 II 53 53 54 5S S5 4'3189 - 2 1:23 
No.23(A test) 44 41 62 S7 53 53 52 53 68 934 - 21 6:11 (B test) 41 51 56 60 47 41 54 48 n 9'43 - 16 4:14 
No. 12 (A test) 47 53 51 43 57 50 56 46 38 57 - 94 7:9 
(B test) 57 60 60 62 1!i 56 64 50 45 5'74lil 7:15 
The following scales show a movement toward normalcy. Ro. 20. is the moat 
significant in this scale. 
Sub 'est SS!ll! is I scores Code I:, 
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 
No.20(A test) 67 58 71 62 82 56 82 88 50 857' '3' 1426 - 5:12 
(I test) 54 51 64 5S 78 53 62 65 48 5',U74 .. 2:18 
No. 6(A test) 70 56 17 60 73 53 62 61 65 51'397842 .. 
-
2:17 
(B test) 4' 36 55 50 45 50 46 50 60 93 - 2S 0:19 
No.17(A test) 52 60 53 55 11 65 n 63 60 7S'68U4 - 2:16 (B teat) 57 46 65 55 61 59 58 53 50 356714 - 3:21 
No.18(A test) 57 51 65 64 .n 62 D 50 68 75'~61 .. 7:16 (B test) 59 41 67 64 61 50 58 61 55 3458179 .. 2 4:19 
No. 3(A test) 57 44 .11 60 63 50 52 61 55 3'58419 .. 2 3:18 
-(B test) 41 51 47 62 53 44 50 S3 S5 49 - 16 3:16 
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Subject Ho. 20 chanaeel vutly in the seminary from three scales: 8 (Sc), 5 
(Hf). aD4 7 (tt) over 80 ! ua.1ts 8Dd one, scale 3 (JIy), over 70 Tunits, to a 
8COre on his I teat with only one score still over 70 T units, scale 5 (Mf), 
aDd. that wa. reeluceel by four unita. rus cluuaae baa been reflecteel in the 
8ubject in that he ia DOW less anxious, leas coDfuseel, less aasressive and 
hostile, IlOre ready to SO out to others a1thouah he still finds it hard to do 
so, to come out of his sh.ll,u it were. 
rrequency of one-point aDd two-point codes: 
The one.point code is of lWted value because of the small n\&1,er of 
subjects. Table Xc 8bova a frequency of 7 on Code 3, of 9 on Code 4, of 11 
on Cocle 5, of 3 00. Code 6, of 5 on Code 7 aucI 3 on Code 8, with 4 on Code 9. 
The two-point code which, accordi. to the Atlas, can be reversed. has three 
Cod.s of ar •• t .. frequency: 
Cocle 35 baa 4 and Code 53 baa 2. 
Cod. 57 has 3 and Code 75 baa 3. 
Cod. 43 baa 3 and Cocle 34 has 1. 
Code 93 baa 3. 
Code 94 has 2. 
The remainiDl Codes Us ted in Table Xc had a frequency of one. 
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Suuaat'y of the results of Cod1nl: 
Those whoae scorea had Those whoae sco .. ea had 
primes over T 70. which primes and increased or 
were not preeent in the whose eeoree did not have 
reaulta for teat B or pd.mes but acquired them 
were greatly reduced. in le.t B. 
Group I: No. 1 10. S 
No. 7 10. 6 
No. 10 (moved from 4 No. 11 
score. above 70 
to 1 above) Ho. 12 
Ho. 14 No. 17 
No. 18 
Totals: 4 6 
Group II: 110. l 10. 1 
No. 6 No. 2 
10. II 10. S 
Ho. 17 Ho. 7 
No. 18 10. 8 
No. 20 OKaved from five 10 • 10 
• cal.s above T70 
to one .eale 10. 12 
a"-e) 
No. 21 
10 • 23 
Totals: • 9 
~r.~ ota s: 10 15 
Group II 
Totals, 
Group II: 
Totala: 
Grancl 
'totala: 
Those who.. scor •• 
above T S4 ill-
creased. 
110. 3 
Ro. a 
10. t 
10. 1.5 
10. 16 
.5 
Bo. 16 
•• 22 
2 
7 
Thos. that 
d.cr .... d. 
Ro. 2 
10. 4 
2 
Ro. 9 
•• 14 
Ro. 1.5 
110. 19 
4 
6 
those that practically 
remailled uachaD •• d. 
Ro. 13 (remained hiih with 
OIle scale over r 70) 
1 (18) 
110. 4 (remained htah with 
one seal. over T 70) 
110. 11 
2 (23) 
3 (41) 
Prom theae figures it appears that the aeminary benefited ten atud.llta 
a.atantla11y and aix oth.ra to 8Q118 extent ill .,v1Ilg toward. what the ..,1 
t.at would d.ala_t ... a IIOr. IlOzma1 p.r.onal1ty. ".v.I', it would •• _. 
that, _l .. a other v&I'iab1 •• •• 1'. opel'atilla wbleh wue Ilot obv1o .. , fift •• 11 
lIO.ed toward8 the abllOrma.1 DOticeab1y ADd a.ven otbel'. to .ome extent. 'lbr •• 
did DOt .... to chana. aufficielltly to ahow ADY incre... 01' d.cr ..... 
CBAftIll III 
DUQJllIOB 
Tha r .. "lta of the .. I teats taka by two Iroup. of the cLu.e. of 196' 
aacl 1966 ill thatr ph-fra."" period aa.cI apiD. ill their •• 101' yeU' abow DO 
a1gnificaDt chaDaea except ill Scale &. 
Bovever. ill Group 1 a .1p1f1out cliff_renee at .05 lev_I of 8ignific&Ilce 
1a fauncl Oil lea Ie 3 0I.y). 
And ill Group II a a111l1f1c&Ilt cl1fferenee at .01 level of silllificallce 1a 
found Oil 8cal_ K, aDd OIl leale r at .02 level of a1&n1fiC&llce. 
Explanat10ll of 8calea. 
The MlfPI baa foUl' basic validity Ical .. : the Cannot lay (1) acale, the 
L (l,1e) ecale, the P (Validity) eeale and the & (Col'l'ect1on) acale. The, 
belp in the formation of al.umpt1oaa about the val1dit, or truthfulness of the 
profile pattern produced -by the c11l11,ca1 scalea. In tbis test there were DO 
ombsions i.e., "Cannot Sa," score. 110 Icore •• a recorded for the L Ic.l. 
wbich detectl an .. Iumptloll of showy vlrtue, an attempt to an8Wer in • wa, 
tbat will be cOlllldereel soolal1, desirable. Scores on thia seale Ireater tbaa 
9 trom among the 15 it_ whuld iaclicate that the subject had probably . 
answered the other items in thia same fashion, renderina the whole teat rel.lt 
queltionable. In fact, raw 8core8 of 6 or 7 would take on importance in the 
profile. 
!he P scale 11 made Up of 64 it_ such al "I have convullionlll , til don't 
think people are basically good". etc. TIlee. items are rarel, aarkecl true. 
If there are many statements marked in the affirmative this would suggest 
overempha.ls on faults and complaints. This could be 1nterpreted a. an evi-
dence bf facetiousne •• or it could a180 mean that the .ubJect was appealins 
for help through appearing to be in great trouble. A high r score could also 
be due to the followina a. noted by Hathaway and Monacheai (1963): 
a) poor readins ability and poor comprehension; 
b) the distortion and miscaaprehension may be a .ymptom 
of .evere IHDtal cli.tudtanee; 
e) it .. ,. be due to carele.sne8s or uncooperative 
bahavior. 
!be uora i. to eouidar all r_ .cor.s of r that ara over 1.5 .. Mk1_ a pro-
file of dOtlbtf1l1 validity_ !he laigheat that OCC1IITed 111 tlada tests .. 0" 
Hore of 13 8d anot .. .er of 11. !he"'n for Group It test A, vaa 3.' aDCI for 
test 't 319; for Group II, tdC At the .. n was 3.6 but in t •• t B tid. v •• 
re4taced to 2.6 which va. of 81pificant d:1ffereace aC tbe .02. level of .ia-
nificaa.ce and 1. the direction of aruter nona1it,.. 'lb." probably indicat_ 
greater comprehension of che .tat .... Cs or greater carefulness 10 decidina 
vhetbar the atatement wu tl'U8 or tals •• 
....... (1963) observes that tM P aeale which 18 Mde up of 64 it_ 
coast.t. of very umaaual .tatementa eout on.·s s.lf. A person whoa •• core i. 
_re tlura 7 (65 T _It.) ., have one of the followin8 diffleultie.: 1nab1U.ty 
to read, tDcorreet record1 .. of &n8Wers, lack of cooperative attitude, 
.chiaoid per80041ity. overly frank aDd dr ... tie verbal habit, or a d •• ir. to 
pre'Gut an exagserated picture of difficulti.s. The Manual (p. 23) add, 'Ihiah 
F and lov It scorel are indications of &D attitude of ,e.lf-criticism or .. via. 
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to appear in an unfavorable light which may be either deliberate or un-
conscious. 
the K scale ia called a suppre,sor scale. It i, made up of 30 items 
whoae purpose is to sharpen the discriminating power of some of the scales. 
It is combined with Scalea 1 (B.s), 4 (Be), and 9 (Ma) to improve their 
validity. This scale was made up after an analysis of MMPI profiles which 
were obtained from some subjects that judges thousht 's-hould have a hiah score 
but did not and from profiles of other subjects who were judsed to be more 
normal but, paradoxically, obtained high scores. The ~ items were intended to 
push low scores higher for persons thought to be disturbed and to lower the 
scores of persons judged to be better adjusted. The K scale', function, then, 
is to bring about better differentiation of borderline mental adjustment i.e., 
in the cue of those whose profiles showed a T score of 70 or more on one or 
more scales. So the use of K is justified prinCipally in regard to score, 
around 70 T units. 
According to Dahlatrom and Welsh (1965, p. 142) there ia !lincreasing 
evidence that K is an important personality measure as well as a useful 
auppressor factor in statistical correction of some of the personality scales". 
In their extensive treatment of the K acale, they distinguish two sroups 
taking the MMPI test: those of high atatus or higher aocio-economic back-
ground and thoae in the oppoaite category. 
The former, i.e., those ot high status, will want to appear sociably 
desirable and will tend to emphasize their adequacy. self acceptance, and 
strels "descriptions of self as even-tampered,accepting, patient, un .. aum1ng, 
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self-reliant, optimistic and conscientious." In another study of High ~ 
normal subjects by Gough, MCKee and Yandell (1955) they characterized them as 
lIenterprizing. ingenious, resourceful, aggressive, clear-thinking, energetic, 
rational, versatile and high in initiative. 1l They were also seen as iJrmature, 
impulsive, outspoken and tente more frequently than subjects in general. 
There is a certain amount of unconscious evasiveness and self-deception 
in this group, unwilling to admit any fault in self, family or circumstances. 
After successful counseling, K scale values typically rise a8 the 
individual reacts to treatment and gains value from it reSUlting in an in-
crease of the concept of ego-strenath, self-maintenance and self-enhancement, 
more accurate self-insight. 
Hathaway and Monachesi (1963) state that the normal expread.on of Ie is 
circum8pect; social desirability .et; or, with low score, candid; law self-
esteem. 
The Manual (p. 18) puta it this way: ilif it is to be given any concrete 
nonstatistical meaning, the ~ score is to be thought of as a measurt! of test-
taking attitude, and is related to the L and ., attitudes but is somewhat more 
subtle and probably taps a slishtly different set of distorting factors. A 
high ~ score represents defensiveness against p'ycho10gica1 weakness, and may 
indicate a defensiveness that verges upon deliberate distortion in the direc-
tion of making more ." normal appearance!." 
All this data indicates that Ie scale has important implications for 
measuring personality. An elevation of 55-60 T score for a college student 
may be considered typical (a raw score of 15-18) and not necessuily a procSuct 
of a conscious set to deceive or cover up. However. when they range up to 
the hiah .tatta. ad the low .ev_tle.. the poa.lbilltiea lncr.ae that they 
are r .. po.Uns 1a. a .peelal d.""1". manneI'. 'the authon of the· lIaDdbook 10 
on to .a, that thl. general .levat1on OIl K that ohuaoterw. colle,e .tud_t 
8rouP' .tl11 reflect. d.f ... t" .... ''it it .boulel 'be ,,1_e4 .. pal't of a 
geural aelf-conoept In vhteh .. It-eabancemeat ad perlOll81 .elf-.,te_ ar. 
but a part. 
'the ,.coed ,roup are tbol ... ara ROt coac8I'I'UMI aIJout .tat.. nor a1tout 
appe&rUta .octal1, de.treble etc. !heir I. .eon Will --117' 1M low. 80. 
low K .cor8 " Ulull, tnt.,...t .. a. tendtlll to tndtcate a per.OD. who t. 
overl, caa4td &ad open to _ttiel. aDd the ....... loe of .,.,.,tOllll .vea thouah 
the,., be of alaS.l at .. -atb. Botrev .. , the Haa1l&1 ada, it ., be that a 
to. I. .GOre could al.o be t'- r8lult of a deliberate attempt to obtain bad 
aoOl''' 01' ..te • bad ""1' .. 11_ (plw .attt.). 
III latal'prattaa the lcor_. tbe IIaaAook a1vo theae pt4aU.aal 
o-a .. _ IOOl'al ...... 10& OIl lta.qrouM, thi' ia4lutu .. 
wbo .t. ~.rately dt.turbed .-ot108&11, or 
baa ,.lSo .. l1ty 4tfftcultie" if ~ • low 
. lecio-ec--.1c .tat .. , but it illpU ... low . 
• ao .... t'l'eoatb and taaclequacy of d.f ..... it 
the •• ject 11 tr. a lI1dcll. 01' ...... tatu 
ltacJcar .... 
the t"ieal ROI'M.l an4 paycbiatl'ic paei_e 
·ubJeot vll1 ... fouacl 11l tU. 1'" •. 
1n tM. 1' .... trill It. louacl tlse upper .tatUl 
Over 25: 
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subject, the hysteroid neurotic and the 
highly defenaive normala, Scale 3 (By) 
is stronaly correlated with K and a 
moderate peak on Scale 3 is often paired 
with a K score in this range. 
Such high K scores, accord ina to Dahlatrom 
and Welsh, reveal "extreme facades of 
se1f-suffi~iency and adequacy as well aa 
freedom from personal defect," - a high 
degree of defensiveness. 
In the pruent results, both Group I and Group II scored hiaher e1e-
vat ions on K in their B teat in senior year than in the pre»freahman A test. 
As a combined group of 41 subject8 their total K Icores would come to 82. 
Amona theae no scores were found between 0 and 7. From 7 to 14 inclusive 
there were 25 scores, while between 15 and 25 inclusive there were 55scorea 
with the means ranaina from 15.4 to 17.1 for Group I and from 16.3 to 18.7 
for Group U. There were only two scores over 25, both on 27, one of which 
11'48 in Group I and the other in Group II. 
Furthermore, it Was noted that there were 12 subject. whose K score de-
creaSed from 1 to 4 units; but there were 27 subjects who8e K scorea beC41Q8 
elevated between I and 13 units. There were only two amona the forty-one 
whoae acore. remained the aame in both tests .. 
Bow is it to be explained that 2/3 of the total 41 became more defen.ive. 
80me extremely so, while only 1/3 lessened in defensivanes.? 
!be .... r to chi. a:.I.Pt be CODtaf.ucI 1.n the r.port of DuIm (1965, p.l34)1 
It ••• ~ • .....,. of _1'. than flft_,.... of r ... uch .... toconflm the 
ft ... iDa. of the ,tonear .tucU... of the earl), fo ... t1... that .... U .. loua .. 
1'.11&10. .ppllcant_ .... atpa of •• feulve behav1.o... t)'plcal of peraou 
with anI'Otlc t .... l.a. II 1Iun'.,. (1"7) concluded &<a h1a .tad1... of _jor 
and. 1If.nor .ainul .. that thee .... poIltl"e r.1atlolllhtp betveea 1.n-
creatq clevf.&D.c, on the .,1 ... 181 .. lncr_taa ,...... 1a _.n81 train1ns_ 
'l'bU he .ttrlbutecl pal't17 to the t"t .. 1 penonal1t7 ehU'actel'utlca of tho •• 
attracted to the prl .. tlIoo4 .. patly ... to aacerclotal t .... 181.. Or ...... 
thol. who volunteered to take the teat. am. tho •• who v ..... _r. lncllne. to 
1.nc:t.nu. in •• f .. t...-. t Or va lt the tiM of yea 0'" the eln .. tancu or 
both that affected the •• jecta 10 that the:lr .corea were elevat •• , a the 
Banclbook aug_ta vh8Il lt poiatl out that the .tat. of IIf.n4 of the aubJact at 
the tiM of te.t-t_'" vl11 have • b ..... tna 01\ the teat ..... ''It. t 
!bue m1pt b .... bau 111 th:f.a latt .... 1t_tion vh1ch wo"ld aplatn 
10M of the •• feu1"en ... ad the tencl.o,. to pl&)' a rol., .... thaway 
..... t.. !be .enior. have a .tat.. to -.1ntaia. fbe)' _. thella.l".. .. 
nepou1b1e for the od.entatloa of the new .t_ent. "-iDa • flv •• ay perlod 
of coafu ..... clue •• tou .. 1Mlv1 •• 1 picI&D.c.. 'the)' WOI' •• cllItlnctl". 
,ub. tlaq .... beatlllll. thelr aaconcI )'ear of phl10E:9Ph7J they vere the haacla 
of .tad_t proj.ct ..... the offlean of .tudeat orS&Ilu.tiou. eo ...... tly, 
the)' would have aoocI naaou for b.iDa .atena1."a, .u. of the 1'01. the, vee 
playtaa .. the pattana for the D8V atuctent., r •• pou1ble for their 1I1tro-
•• tion to the llf. of the aei •• I')'. All of thta 18 true of Group II whoa. 
.. 
-so-
score •• bowed a aignificant differeDCe over theil." score. as pl."e-fre.hmen. 
_ However. Gl."oup I took tbe teet at the eIld of their __ ior year t a f_ 
weeke befol."e p'aduatioa. when they would. be expect.d to be IIIOl."e _tw:e. "1.". 
_are tbat they wen DOt the .xlels they exp.cted they .... ht be and yet a. a 
I."e.ult of theil." cOUl."8e. in tbeolosy. philoaophy, paycholoD. and p8l."ticipation 
in the litUl'D. thera would be a development of ego-.treusth, of theil." ... e 
of uectUU)'. of •• If-_hac...,.t. of lI."eat8l." social ... e fl."0Il livina ill •• 11 
a:roup1naa. All tlda would inonaa. tile attitude aDd disposition that the K 
.cal ........ without ......... 81.". b.ina a. UUl."aali.tic as the 1 ... _tUl.". 
Ol."Oup XX. 
80M preUm nary 1."......... oa. the iIltel'pl.".tatioa. of tile clinical scale. in 
a ...... al. 
The Manual point. out tbat thel."e are thl"ee l __ aU&ad patteme to be 
ob.el."Ved in the clinical .cal .. , the Ilem:otic, the behavior problem and the 
p.ychotic. 
DI nem:otic: 8cale. 1 (lie). 2 (D). and 3 (By). theneUl."otic triad, taDd to be 
dOlduat aIIOna nem:otic.. 7 (pt) i. usually cou1clet:ed .. related to ne1ll."0-
ticis.and i. a fOUl."th indicator. 
1ebay1oJ Bobl.. 8cale. 4 (pel). 5 (Hi) ... 9 (11&) with .cale I (pa) l.aa 
clearly I."elated, ..... thouaht of .. indicatina the pr .. euee of behavior problema 
'!lsbelic: 8calea 8 (Sc) aad 6 (pa) .levated. with .cale 7 (pt) deprea.ed, 
fon. the psychotic tr1acl. accoriiDa to Gouah. but other. couieler that 8calea 
I (pa). 8 (8c) and 9 (Ma) fon the psychotic tria4. Dahl.trOil and Wel.h 
(1165) tMIIk it ataht b. batt8l." to r.,er to the paychotic tetrad which would 
inclUd. a .. l88 I (pa). 7 (rt) I 8 (Sc) and , (Ma). 
Three dtmenaions of the p~ofile are used in interpretation: 
Elevation, Sloee and 'hase. 
Elevation refers to the absolute values of the T scores, scaled alona the 
vertical lines on the profile. The heavy black line drawn aeross the 8tandard 
profile is at the t 8core level of SO. Score. that 80 a8 hip as 70 and as 
low as 30 are considered to fall within the normal el.vation. i •••• within tvo 
standard deviation. from the mean (standard deviation is 10). 
Slope indicates wh.ther the neurotic triad or the psychotic triad is higher. 
This is designated positiVI. if there i. a .lope upwards from the neurotic to 
the psychotic. and ne.ative if it desceads trom an elevated neurotic triad. 
lhlse means the pattern1na amona the scal.s: e.8-. p~ofile Spikes, i. e., iso-
lated scales that bave high elevation; the neurotic triad; the psychotic triad; 
paranoid valley i.e., the V formed by sbarp elevations of acalea 6 (pa> and 8 
(Sc) with acales 7 (It) and 9 ~) relatively lower. Conversion V 1.e., 
elevations on scal.s 1 (Ha) and 3 Oiy) with scale 2(0) relatively lower. 
the Manul points out that we should be careful not to think that the 
majority of people having deviant profiles are mentally ill. It adds that if 
a truly representative cross-section of the population were to be tested there 
would be a greater number of deviant p~ofiles among persons who are not 
obviously abnormal than from persons hevina admitted or obvious difficulties. 
Interpretation of the results on Scale 3 Oiy): 
Hathaway and Monachesi (1963) state that scale 3 (By) W48 derived from 
criterion patient groups who combined physical complaints with the protest 
that they were not neurotic. According to the Nanual, scale 3 (By) measures 
the clearee to which the subject is .lilY. patients who have clevelopecl cODv •• iOll 
type h,steria aymptOlll. !he IIanclbook explains that it was cleveloped to aid 
in i4entif.ying patients who use the neurotic defenses of the converaioa fo~ 
of by.teria. Such patiente •• ph)r.ical or sOll8tic .,.,tOlll8 as a Mana of 
Bolving difficult coafllct. or avo141na mature responslbilitiea. Iu.t this 
resort to ph,sical disor4er .. , app~ onl, under stress, while inor4inary 
circumatanc.. no clear peraonality iaadequac, is readil, demonstrable. The 
neeel for a personality measure to reflect or to reveal auch predis,ositioa 
befo .. e breakdown .as partl, the _tivatioa bahi. the develo,.ant of the scale •. 
It ia aaid that tld.a acale ia one of the .,.t int.eatiq. It contatu 
60 it_, man, of which se. to be contradicto~. The it .. make up tvo 
cat.sod ... : somatic it_. i.e •• clE.lllng with ph7aical complaints, and aooial 
facility it.... The Bu.dbook (p • .58) .,latu further: 
The 801IIIltic it_ £rOIl scale 1 (Be). thet appear on this 
scale as well, are the .,re apecific ia bodily .. efeenee. 
such as head, ey ..... cheat. fbel:e.e a1l0 a f_ deacribinS ten8iou. fears aacl woniea. In contr .. t thel:'e 
are aleo a n\llbu of it_ that involve the dental of any Jr.i. of troublea. fteae..,. be denia1a of inaclequao7. bue impulaea, and of -7 s .. itiylt7 in socialattuationa. Many it_ demoutrate a pl'oteat that the other people ue tl'U8t-
worthy, reaponsible and 11.1cable. 
It can be taken for _anteel that .. t saf.n.r14lD8 would aive the ex.pectecl 
anawUI 'alae, to this it.: "1 wake up fr .. h ... re.ted .,st IIOnti .... " 
the IIanclbooJr. oaut1ona that there 1118, be _I'e variabilit, on the reau.lts 
of thia acale because the it ... are phrased in the preaent tense, the, contain 
_ilUOua adverbial modifiers that are aubject to differelat interpretations 
&lid frequently .. efer to aperienc.. thet .e alao -1&UOU8 and open to 
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individual interpretation. therefore, this scale could be expected to show 
less test-retest agreement than other scales. 
Hathaway and MCKinley (1951) note that subjects high in scale 3 (.By) would 
consider themselves unusually well-socialized e.g., they would answer False to 
such statements as: "Freq1le1ltly have to fight against showing that I am 
bashfultl , and "I get mad euily and get over it 800n". and again: "Some people 
are so bossy that I feel 11ke doing the opposite of what they request. even 
thouah I know that they are right". The authors add that in spite of their 
implication of a very socialiaed make-up, the items include "unhappy" and 
"blue" ac:ba1ssion.. These latter items are to be contrasted with those in 
which the .ubjects say that they are not repressed or shy with others. 
Hathaway and IIonacheai (1963 p. 58) note the presence of the "conversion 
VlI in the profiles of h1ah (By) scale.. They note that hysteria 18 classically 
a chief neurotic trait in youns people; that it is often indicative of i~ 
maturity. It also suueats the pressure for "conformity in Weatern culture 
and can be expected u a trait at moderate leve1a. among well-behaved and 
intelUgent children." Hip intelligence and achievement wou.ld be found &mODI 
thoae with high (.By) scales. They a_rize their c~ts on those wlth biab. 
(By) scales H ••• indicates a pattern of acceptance of middle-class values. One 
may looaely generalize abou.t hiah scale 3 adoleacents by a.ylna that they are 
intelligent and strive for achievement and their parents are in the profession-
al class. 1I 
The Handbook quotes a study by Hathaway and Meehl (1961) in whlch they 
report the adjectives used by peers of those with hip (.By) aca1es in 
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describing them as: fai~-Dlin4ed. pe~severina, prone to vOI.'ry, enterp~iaina. 
alert, generous, aature, clear-thinking, as8ertive, aocially forward, adven-
turous. affectionate, sentimental. co-operative, aood-tempered, arateful, 
verbal, courageous anel inelivielualiatic. can mix well socially and have wiele 
interelta. In another rating which waa not quite so flatte~inat that elone b, 
profelaional juc:lael t thoae who acoreel hiah on the (BJ) scales vere .aiel to be 
clever. enterpriaina. enthusiastic, imaainative. impatient, thanklel., infan-
tile, 1nh1biteel, both i~e.ponlible anel re.ponsible. .punky. 
The p.ychological picture, therefore, of high scale 3 CRy) normal. il one 
of locial participation anel eaay accealibility, ready involvement in activities 
and participation in locial activities. 
w. P. Angera (1963. p. 121) in the Catholic G9vR!elor aaYI that the Icale 
il compoaeel of items that inelicate a IIper.on who ia immature. unreali8tic, 
kinelly, courteous, naive, narciasutic, lacka inaiaht, ia amenable to group 
iel... and haa neeel of aocial acceptance." 
Finall,. acale 3 ory) ia strongly co~relateel with acale ~ and a moclerate 
peak on 8cale 3 (By) i8 f~equently paireel with a K score in thi' range. Scale 
3 ~) also correlates vith scale 1 (Be), .52 for normala and .71 for clinical 
cases. 
Group I showed a riae in thia 8cale which val lignificant at the .OS level 
of lignificance. Group II 8boweel a rile but not to the extent that it 
amounteel to a lignificant diffe~ence. 
Is there any explanation. in the case of Group I. why thei~ Icore on 8cale 
3 should be biaher than that of other lem1na~i&nl and college male8 (cf. Table 
VI) 1 (Oro II' I 8core on 8cale 1 i8 alao hi her, actuall hi her than that 
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of Group I but the difference with Group II's pre-freshman is not great enough 
to be significantly different). Our seminarians would consider themeelves 
unusually well-socialized because the seminary has been organized on a small 
group basis during the past three years to provide an opportunity for greater 
inter-personal relations and to promote personality development through social 
living. Moreover, during the past year t the seminary has become more open. 
There has been less emphasis on silence and greater participation in apostolic 
and educational opportunities out-side the seminary. The athletic program baa 
been broadened so that greater numbers find themselves in competition with 
nearby seminaries and colleges. The emphasis on the Missions of the Church 
arouses a greater interest in people. Groups of foreign students, groups of 
children and adults from Chi.natown, groups of pupils from different parishes. 
Sisters' Day and Brothers' Day - for all these - the students are called upon 
to act as guest-usters. In this way they are given a means of overcoming 
bashfulness and shyness. Bovever, there remains a great deal of illlD&turity. 
There are many who are unrealistic, naive, narcissistic and lacking in in.ight. 
They would fit into the picture, however, of high scale 3 (lty) normals as HOlle 
of social participation and easy accesstbility, ready involvement in activiti •• 
and participation in social activities" given in the Handbook. 
Scale 5 (Mf). 
This scale ranks first according to the mean T scores for Group J in test 
B (63.8) and ranks second in the mean T scores for Group II in test B (60.7). 
In the rank order of the MMPI scales for the High group in Group I, scale 5 
(Kf) l'anked second (65.3) in test A and fourth (68.5) in test B. In the High 
group in Group II, scale 5 OIl) l'anked first in both test., 70.3 in test A, 
and 65.5 in test B. 
This scale was desianed toiclentify the personality features related to 
the disorder of male sexual inversion. It meaaures the tendency toward mae-
culinity or femininity of intereat pattern. As Bier (1948) describes it, it 
is built upon the assumption that men and women have characteristic patterns of 
interest and that theae int.eats 11&7 be interpreted .. indices of .. sculiae 
and feminine tendenci... !he concept here ... in the other IIlPI scales, :l.s 
that this tendency ... possessed w:l.thill proper l1m:l.ts .. is a necessary com-
pol\eDt of the normally adjusted personality, but that its exc .. s ... :l.n the 
d:l.reotion of the :l.nterest pattern characteristic of the opposite sex - may 
become a disabling personality disorder. Clinical evaluations of high scale 
S (lit) Mil mention homosanality .. a frequent probl_. But, as Drake and 
Oetting (1959) caution, baa ina a hypothesis of holllO.exual:l.ty on an elevati01l 
of Scale S ()If) would be extremely ri.ky. The Manual also warns that hoE-
.exual abnormality IIlU8t not be .. sUllIed on the bula of a high score without 
coafirmatory evidence. 
!be generaliaed interpretation of hiah scores includes positive appre-
ciation of art, literature, music, acceptaace of education. nOD-violence and 
cultural stability as ideals. kooning to Drake 8Ild Oettina (19.59) it is not 
a .imple .cale to interpret. It is fouwl to be bilh 8IIIOna men in an 
eduoat:l.onal set tina. 
Bier (1948) tbouabt that the cliv8rsence "etwe_ the test Icores of selli-
Q&l'Uu and the seneral test nor. an4 the scor.. of the other groups tbat he 
bad tested 1IU8t be due to the UIUIu.:I.tability of this scale for a seminary group. 
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In a .tucly (JalkaDen, 1955) of Lutheran .em1nariana, whoae averaae aaa ¥ 
24 and half of whom were married, it was found that th.ir 'COl'e. on Scale 5 
(Nf) were about 1.5 .tandard deviatioDs above the norm. Thi. would mean that 
their aver .. e .core was about 65 T unit •• 
Comparina the re.ult. of our .em1nariana with those of Bier, the score 
for the combined aroups (62.2 T unit.) is .liahtly les. than that (63.43 T 
unit.) for his aroup of .a.1nariana. 
Compartna Croup l'a t .. t A ra.ult. (61.9) with test B re.ult. (63.8) we 
s.e a little el.vation. JIowev .... , In Group 11, there is a .liaht drop from 
te.t A re.ulte (63.5) to teat B r •• ult. (60.7). 
What i. tha explanation of the hiah .eore OR scale 5 (IIt)? TM .em1nary 
atmo.pher. had a tendency to iDcr.... the .core in tha case of Group 1 but a 
d.er ... e took place in the ca.e of Group 11. -What i8 moat stanificant is the 
fact that th •• e , ... Ident. were already hiah on Scale 5 ()If) when they applied 
for entrance to the .aminary. 
18 there any reason to 1>. al&l'll8cl? leaaeaa1>erina that these subjects are 
equivalent to college man and accord ina to the Handbook the aeneral college 
mean is T 60 we would 1>. only sUahtly over thi8. Fur.the:rmore Bechtold and 
Dahl.tram (1953) found Scal. 5 to b. the most frequent peak in the profiles of 
collea. man, with 301 of th£Lgroup havina Seal. 5 as the first or •• cond hiah 
scor. in their record.· Finally, the me_ for colleg. men aero •• the country 
r .... d from.J to 1 .tandard d.viation above the mean for the DOl'III8tiv. aroup 
of IUnaesota _D. 
DtscUlsion of Scal. 8 (Sc) 8DCl the £indina- of the pr.sent the. is • 
The lfaAual .tat.. that .cale 8 (Sc) .... ur.. the .1ailuit of the .ub-
••• 
J .. a' ........... co a .... petteata .................. It7 Itlane atI •• 
... ........ .. .,..1_. ... la •• ,11ttfaa of the -Jectl. .. u ••• f 
ta.. .... ..,.,... ............. nalla7 .. that. tile .......... w_ f.ll_ 
1' ....... 117 ,Iae alaifta Sa .............. . 
1 __ •• f tile ................ 0' .... 1 .......... ,Ida ...... cook t. .. 
.. a U. ill •• ..a1at..... It conelatea b1Pl7 _tit _ ... 7(pt) ... , •• 14. 
ru. _1e .... 110 .... J.oaaeat .............. f 7. 1.1_. It .... ,.ta .f 
.'MEE •• " wId.cIa .... i .... ,....-11&7 tri. _.taf.a ......... iaUoa ...... 
...... 1_ .......... Ulv' ...... u ••••••• ~ .......... , •. 
..... _ .. tile ......... ..., .f tile 1,_ ........ It ....... ,Jd._laa • 
...... I.u-. .......... '-it ..... f ..... , ...... ,..1 ............. f.oa • 
.. "'- ... fl .. , .......... 17 ... lat&.llai.pl ... ".. of .... latenata. JNII't 
......... I.e.,.-.. . 
.. fl.". it_ ....",.. tile "' .... t ..... 1atloD trf.tIl tile 'oeal .u,.. ••• 
UI ..... a .............. I _ .s.-.p 
"I _, ..., ....... _ .. tldaa." 
•• ..,. ..... I _ wiD ....... I •• 1 '-lr .... • f ailla t .... " 
',.,.E 17 .... t ..... 11 ....... " 
"I _ Wft'i" ItItcMIt __ ,,_." 
........ ., ... lID ....... ' (lt6S) ........ tIaMe .ltb Id.P (Ie) ...... .. 
........ poe • ..., ... i" .....u., ................. _a'-l ........... ,.. .. 
• iU. I.a ...... 1 blat ...... _CIa __ 1 01' .................. lou .f .... 
_" ....... ..cal __ ... f ......... la • 
..... aM Oeut.ata (1"') _ tke _I ... 1M""tl ... of ............ . 
......... • f .... _W, i ............. t ditt...c'" ....... aM 
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often ruct1D,g to thina. in an unuIual way. Tbeir mo.t cbu:acteriatic findina 
was that of di.oraani.ed th1Dkina ... confued. vaaue about their aoa18. 1ackil1l 
in know1eclae or infol'1ll&tion. lackina in academic IIOtivatian. Scale 8 (Sc) 
appears to be as.ociated with .aay of the characteri.tic. of Scale 7 (Pt) 
except that there are more evidence. of elisoraani.ed thiDkina or confuion. 
Mello and Guthrie (195') basina their conclusions on counaelina .... iona 
amona college .tudent. with hiah (So) acales reported that they have problema 
in peer relationship and aroup acceptance. are frequently preoccupied with 
sex and sexual confusion. bizarre fantasi... aacl day-elreamina. They point ovt 
that Scale 8 does not se. to .how the malianant qualities that are found ill 
older subjects. Hathaway ancl Meehl (1961) contend that mo.t per.ona with 
Scale 8 acorea over a T .core of 75 .how achiaoid thiDkina but not .0 .evere 
a. to constitute definite illne ••• 
In the present results Scale 8 (Sc) ranks third in the A teat of the 
hiahs of Group I (63.7) but IIOvea to fir.t place in their B test (73.8) with a 
standard deviation of l3.SS. 
Amana the highs of Group II. Scale 8 (Sc) raDlted fourth in teet A (63.6 
and S.D. 7.13). while ill teat B. Scale 8 (Sc) dropped to fifth place and 
lowered in mean (59_9 and S.D. 6.47). 
To what do we attribute the riae of ten T unita in Group I and a ele-
crease of 3.7 T unit. in the case of Group II? (cf. Table IXb). 
One reaaon for the -auitude of diaperalement between the results of 
Group I high. 011 test A anel teat B is that two of the subjects had unusually 
hiah 8cores compared with their peer.. olle aCOl'ina 86 T units anct the other 
101. Theae two .corea rai.eel the Man by 5.7 T, unite. 
'rbe fact tbat Group I took the te.t in May of t .. ir sen:1or yeai' while 
Group II took it in Sept_ •• y be • CODtributiDl iD.f1uence bec&ue the 
seaton are in • areater .tate of IleI'VOU eKcit .... t ancl uad.et7 ... th b.-
fore Iraciuat:1on than at the bea:lDDiDI of the acaclead.c 7eal'. 
lowe ... thU would bud1y uke that 1IlUCh cU.ffereace. haini. into the 
.ubject8 who were war 70 f score thel:e were five on teat I. wher ... tllera 
w.. on17 ODe :1n the A test. It .... DlOra l:1kely that leala 8 charact.rlatici 
va .. e lateat in thea. five aact vere brouaht out "7 their 8Xpel'ieace in the 
s_:lUIY- nese cbaacter:1atics were tWr :1Dab111ty to relate e .. 11y v:1tb 
their peel' •• allo .. inability to cOIIIIUIlicat. (althouab thel:'. was an obvioua 
4.lire to do 80) alva71 beiDa on the periphery. Bever d •• p17 illYolveci v1th 
their group. drawD to extra-curricular activities that did not 1uvolve much 
1nter-per.onal relat10nshLps IUCh as book-keep1Da. darkroom work. t7P1na. 
practisi. an instrument; a senee of belDS alone, of not belDl able to .luu:e 
the thLnlti.. &lid interelt. of the others, SOIM conful1on of mlncl and vaaue-
nes. of loala I a t.ndenc,. to d.,.......... ancl fant"7 th1DkiD&. 'rhe •• voulcl 
be lome of the characteristics which would be accentuated in a sem1n.ary 
atJao.,her. or eVell in tbe pJ:1estbood which d088 :i.apos. certain periodl wbeA a 
1I&IllllU8t be aloae with God and with bimaelf •• 0 tbat thla vocatlon would .... 
to b. too IIBICh for a pel'. on wlth 8cb1aold teadeneles. All of thi8 Iroupof 
flve have d1.cont:1nued within the lut .ix moatha. 
In Group II, while the 1I8&Il of the h1gha lowered 3.7 unlts, and the OM 
aubJect who scored hlah on Scale 8 (Se) in the A test dropped down below T 70 
in the I teat, there were two other subject. who .,.ed fr01ll a T acore of 67 
1a teat A to a T .core of 73 in test I aacI from S9 ln teat A to 71 :1n teat I. 
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This latter subject had scor.s slightly above 70 on Scale 3 OJ¥) and Scale 5 
(Mf) • It is difficult to aee any characteristics that would mark the •• two 
as high (Sc) scales since they seem to be at eas. with their a.sociatea. Bow-
ever, there i. some evidence that indicates the presence of the characteri.-
tics enumerated by Angers (1963) althouah not in a very .erioua way; i.e., a 
certain amount of bashfulnea •• overseuitivity, .ecretivenes •• cautio.snes., 
uncertainty, with some defensiveness and some hostility_ 
Scale 7 (pt) 
The name psychasthenia is derived frOM the concept of a weak will that 
cannot resist the behavior regardless of its mal-adaptive character. It is 
often seen amona patients in mental hospitals, but much more frequently 81IlODI 
normal groups by counselors and personnel workers. This scale was made up 
frOBl the items chosen after they were subMitted to: 
139 normal married males - ages 26 • 43 
200 normal married women - ages 26 - 43 
265 col1eae students, as a check on the 
effect of sae and education. 
20 p.ychiatric patients, probable 
psychasthenia case. who were the 
criterion ,roup. 
!be .cale consi.t. of 48 it .... 
'.ychuthenia refer. to a ,roup of individuals who are frequently 
troubled by exces.ive doubts, compulsions, ob.essioDS and unreasonable fear •• 
who are often di.abled by vacillation. axe ... ive worry and lack of confidence. 
rue scale was devi.ed to help in the evaluation of the neurotic pattel.'J1 
of p.ychasthenia or the abae.sive-compulsive syndroae. leside. the ob .... ive 
ruminations and the coapulsive behavior rituals, there are some forma of 
abnormal fears, worrying. difficulties in concentrating, guilt feelinas, 
excessive vacillation in making decisions, and also excessively high standards 
of morality or intellectual performance, self-critical or even self-debasing 
feelings and attitudes plus assumption of rather remote and unemotional 
removal from some persoul conflicts that make up the general condition that 
scale 1 (pt) tries to measure. Items having the strongest correlation with 
the total score in the scale are: 
"I frequently find myself worryina about som.eth1ng.tI 
IIAlmost every day SOllleth1ng happens to frighten me." 
"I am certainly lacking in aelf-confidence." 
"ben when I _ with people I feel lonely much of the time. II 
IlMuch of the time I feel as if I have done someth1na wrona 
or evil.tt 
The height of scale 1 (pt) is sometimes taken as an indication of the Itrenath 
of the super-ego. 
In their study of ..solescents Hathaway and Menachesi (1963) characterize 
those high on scale 1 as being dependent, desiring to please, having feelings 
of inferiority, indecisive and anxious. 
Peaks on seale 7 (pt) are not frequent, even in psychiatric populations. 
There is a striking absence of theae patterns among prisoners. 
Drake reported that college cOUDlelors found a group of subjects with 
peak scores on scale 7 to be very unresponsive in the interview. 
Accordina to Mello and Guthrie (1958). the college men with peak acores 
on scale 7 (pt) J who came for couueling, were characterized by obsessive-
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compulsive ruminations and morbid introspective trends. Their problems were 
mainly about ineffective study habits, poor personal relations, difficulty 
with authority figures. They were very concerned about religious values and 
morality, and many had problema with homosexual impulses. They were the mo.t 
seriouely disturbed among the college men seeking aounseUng. They showed 
strong resistance in counseling and were hostile toward the counselor and 
the counseling process, and yet they persisted in receiving counseling more 
than others. Improvement came very slowly. 
Angers (1963) sees scale 7 (pt) as consisting of statements that are 
indicative of persona who are apprehensive, tense, hesitant, insecure, self-
conscious, perplexed, anxious, agitated, and who have feelings of inadequaey. 
A high elevation on this scale is usually accompanied by a slight elevation 
on scale 2 (Dl, although it is not unusual to find it elevated alon.. Sueh a 
person is quite anxious and without insight into the actual basis of his 
anxiety. 
In Croup I, in test A, scale 7 (pt) was the high point for one subject 
and second high in the scores of 6 subjects. In test I, it was high point 
for 2 s1.1bJects and next to high for S subjects. Here, there was an increase 
in anxiety. 
In Group II, in test A, scale 7 (pt) was high for S subjects and second 
high for 3; in test I. there was only one subject for whom scale 7 (Pt) was 
high point and only three in whose score it was next highest which showed a 
lessening of anxiety. 
In Group I, very little chanae i8 noted. In one subject, 8cale 7 (Pt) 
moved from second high to first. In Group II, there wa. a considerable 
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d.cr .... In the po.ltlon of .eal. 7 (pt) a. bl,b polnt: , .abj.ct. had .cal. 
7 (pt) •• hi,b polllt Oil the A t .. t, but .11 ac.pt 08. moved to Donalcy. !be 
.... Il_er bad .cal. 7 (pt) 11l .econcl plac •• 
Sinc •• c.l. 7 ('t) lMlc.te. people who ere aPl*.ben.lv., ten •• , he.lteat 
lu.c ...... 1f-couclOU1, perplaed, .. lou and bave f •• l1q. of lnacl.quacy, 
thi. would prob.bly b. true of fr .. haeD or pr.-fr •• bmea .. the, reaarded tb. 
t •• t witb .0.8 fear and tr.pld.tlOD. Tead8llcl.. to .crupulollt, (ob .... lv.-
cOllPulalve) are lncr .... d 11'.& the r.ll,lo.. eblo.pher. of the 'eaillU)'. (!be 
cocI ...... to coDfln the •• flul .... 1nce there are 9 that are .1tber 75 or 
57. Seal. 5 OIl) 11 ••• oclat •• witb 201 of tb. tot.l Iluait.r of bl,b or 
•• colld h1&h 7' •• ) TIll. wou1cl .... to bear out tbe flDd1aa' of r.ther lua8ll. 
~8IlIlecly (1964)that. 11l .aeral, appllcant. for the ... nary ere 'by, tWd, 
lu.cur., lackl. In •• 1f-cOllfl.ac. anel Dot at .... 11'.& .oclal .1tuatlOD •• 
Sc.le 6 (pa). 
Accordlaa to tbe re.ult. of tbe pr •• at t •• tl., lt w.. fOUDd that .c.l. 
6 (.p.) w .. bl,h polllt In .ta .cor .. and •• cODd 11l 5 .eor ••• 
Bat"'.,', de.crlptlOD of the cOllltructlO1l of .eale 6 (pa) 1. very brlef. 
It w. d_lv.d fro. p.tl .. t. bav1aa paranold 'ymJJt_, 1 •••• paranold .tate. 
paranold cODclltloa. paraaold .cb1&ophrala. !be, taded to bave ld ... of 
ref_ace, to f .. l tlaat they were per.acuted b,. lDCllvlduala or ,roup', and to 
have ,randl0' ••• If-coac.pt.. M11d.r .yapt .. w.r .... ,lcloUlDe", .. 
ac ••• of lat.rper.oaal .a.ltlvlty, and an UDd.rlytua rl.ldlt,. of opl1l101ll 
and .ttltud... Bat .... ,. couU.r.d the pr .. aat .cal. a. • ta.porarp ODe untl1 
• b.tter on. could b. worked out. But that ball DOt y.t b .. achiev.d. 
Bowe.er. in cOlllld.aat1ollv1.th acale 8 (Ic) it ia .,re effective in 1.4en-
tiff_ina· pal'anoid achuophl'enica than any ainale aeale 01' pool of it .... 
lelated to acale 4 (Pd) it identifiea anxiety. ADona normala it ia 
related to aenaitivity and auspiciousneaa. Anaera (1963) a.ya the acale ia 
composed of 40 ite.. and 1s part of the paychotic triad. It conaiat. of 
atatell8llta that are indicative of peraona who are aareaaive, critical. 
irritable, aenlitive. -.dy, ... ily hurt by criticia., atubborn. and skep-
tical. If thia is the OIllJ scale of the psychotic triad that ia elevated to 
letae extent. one _y be .. etina • parlon who is _an, nasty tellpered, 01' OIl 
the contrary, nai.e and hiply aenaitive to criticis •• 
%be lIIOat differentiat1na atatement. amona col1 .. e-sUbject. accordlna to 
J. W. Little (1949) are: 
"I believe I _ bd. plotted ... iut." 
til thi_ ltOat people would 11.e to aet ahead." 
''Ho.t people are bone.t chiefl,. thl:ouah fear of 
aett1na C.l1l1ht." 
tiThe au. who provide. temptation by leav1na valuable 
property unprotected i. about .. .uGh to bta.e for 
ita theft a. the one who ateal. it." 
"I do not often notice .,. eara ril1&iD8 01' bu._in,." 
Oo.e of our aUbject. did have a score over 80 on aeale 6 <ra). In fact, 
he had the c.,inatlon ..ntionecl by "thave, as indicative of paraDOid 
ICh1aophren1a .. 86. Other h1ah .cale ,ta vere all below r acore 70. Bovever. 
in hi. B t.at thi. aubject did not .how a hiah aeale 6 (fa) 111 his acor •• 
"thaw,. and lfonacheai (1963) d.scribe the aclolescent who i. hiah on scal. 6 
as p8rfect1oniatic, stubborn, hard to know. 01' with 804erate scores. .oclall,. 
acceptable • 
. The Manual note. that .core. of 80 md aboye are ._.t a1w.Y •• 1aaiff.-
caRt of dl •• bl1ll1 abnomal1t.)t whf.le tho.e nth .corea from 70 to 80 _boa1e1 b. 
checked b,. cl1a1c.l juq.at. 
Scale 4 (pel). 
findi.Da- on thl. .ca1e were .. foll_.: 
4koup I - A.... 2 h1ah pt and 3 .ecoaa 
1- 2 hllhpt and 4 .econd. 
Group II- A.- 3 hlp mel l 1n .Honel place 
S- 6 hiahs ancI 2 1n .ecoad place 
!bi. acale __ urea the .1m11arlt,. of the aubject to • p'oup of p.r.ona 
wbo •• _in ellfficult,. li... ln their .... enc. of d •• p _tional r •• pons.. tlleir 
lnablllt,. to profltfl'oa e&perienc. aacI tbelr dl.l'eaard of .ocial "1' ••• 
They u. cc:aa.only lilr.abl. and lnt.1U.lent; thelr Il101'. fl'equeat dl.an •• lons 
are 1y1na, ateellna. .lcohol or dna aclcIlctlon and aexua1 f.aaorallty. 110 
ther.p,. 1a •• p.cl.U,. .ffectlv. wlth Uah .ca1e 4 scorer., but t1ae and cu .... 
ful lnt.lllaent au1danc. a,. 1... to .dequate .d.pt.tlon. 
ADaera (1963) ...... t. that ac.le 4 (pel) contain. .t.t .... t. that -'&bt 
indlcat •• peraon who 1. lneaponsi})l., und.peaclabl., lIIpulaiv., esocentrlc, 
d.fiant, uoct.l, indlvlduali.tic, tactl ... , fJlprOYldat and d.flclent in the 
.bl1lt.)t to ca1cu1.t. U. OIIID .oci •. l .tt.&lue v.lue. A. yo .. .anled penon 
wl11 orellnul1y b. al1ahtly .lev.ted on thla .cale, probably becaua. he 1 • 
• tl11 fr.. !rca the r •• ponslblUtl88 that anl... tmpo.... Ifocl.rat.ly h1ah 
1.' .001'..(60-68) ar. .1.0 .. socl.t.d 1f1th 1nt.lllaence, ed •• tlon, a aooci 
bacqrOUlUl anc:l .ppea1i. penoraaUty. 
rue .cale w.. .... up fl'oa a crit.riOli aroup of pati_t. 17' to 22 year., 
of both ..... who had be. 4iap.o ... as p.ychopathic per.oaal1.tie. of the 
&locia1 and ..,ra1 type, better dui_ted a. paychopathic deviate.. Hone 
V&I p.ychotic or neurotic and ID.t of the hy.terics and clearly .chicophre-
aic. had been eUlI1nat.d. lventue11y SO lteM weI'. ae1ect.d. 
"t~a)' ancJ Ifonachui (lt63). ..eportlna OIl the .tud)' of adolescent., 
contl'ibut. helpful ob.ervationa. !be .ca1e .... e.t •• e1f-centered l ... turlt)'. 
!he)' are usua11), rebellious qainat fami1), 01' .oclety. Rot all tho.e who are 
h1ah .cale 4 ('d) are knGwu for de1iaqU8DC)' or oth ... anti-.ocia1 bebavlol' • 
• )' the ase of 21 thi. nesative I'eactlon 1. apparently over, and this pattel'n 
1. le.. often found ln mature per.ona. 11thel' a IIOl'e relaxed acceptance of 
cu1t .. a1 DOnI8 01' deve10pMllt of the IIOre frequent &clu1t neurotic pattern. of 
.ca1e. 1 (aI). 2 (D) t and 1 0Ilr) .e_ to replace the hiah .cale 4 (ld). 
In ...... ,., adole.cent. with hip .ca1e 4 (ld) profile. are prone to a 
could ..... 1. nu.ber of troubles. 'rh.e,. are due rather to cwacter defect 
than to neUl'Otlcl... Apparently. urban life and bl'oken boae. contrlbute to 
the reactlon. 
!he it .. that have the h1ahelt correlation wlth the total .core 011 
.cale 4 ('d) are: 
"I believe that., home life 18 a. p1e.ant .. that of 
•• t peop1. I 1mcJw. II 
lila .cboo1 I wu .... ti_ .eat to the pl'iaci,.l fOl' 
cuttina up." 
1110 one .e_ to unclerstaad _. u 
It At time. I bave very much wanted to le.e boae. u 
lilly parent a have often objected to the kio.d of people 
I went aroUD.d with. II 
Mello and Guthrie (1958) found. fewer ca.e. of the cl ... ic a.ocial, 
..,ral p.ycbopathic patterns among the univer.ity .tudent. who CaM to th_ 
with peak. on .cale 4 (Pd). kel.lliouanea. wea cbaracteri.tic of them, rathel 
than the act1n& out of b ... tapul.ea. They re.ented authority aDd were 
bo.til. toward their puente, WC10IIl they b1ae4 for their trouble.. They were 
concemed about vocatioaal cbo1ce.. rue COIlcem w .. complicated by UI1Itable 
relationships with the oppo.ite .ex and at times by a rejecttDa fathee. !hetr 
reapoue to therapy wa. poOl' because of a reaort to intellectuali.ation and 
.tereo-typed repetition of their prObl .... 
Drake and Oetti.. (1959) t 1tho worked with colle.e student' t found de-
linquency rare 8IIOIlI tho.e with a hiah leale 4 (Pd). However t the, cU.lcovered 
evidence to Ihow that it iDCIieatea antasoni_ to authol'ity. In coabination 
with other .cale., leale 4 (Pd) 18 often .. aociated with ...... ive behaviol'. 
lapeeiall,. when paired with .ea1e 9 (Ha) and with lcale 2 (D) coded low. 18 
thil true. With .eale 7 (ft.) it 'uaestl conflict. at hoaa. With h1ah .cale 
6 (pa) it.y ... eat aaxtetiea and with a hi.h seale 7 (pt) introversion. 
Drake point. out a180 that a biBh lcore on scale 4 il DOt alway. related to 
outward evidence. of qgr ... ivenaa.. It can be found coded hip in pattel'll8 
a.lociated with behavior indicative of intemaliaed leeltos •• 
Loold. over the 8cor .. there are 6 .ubjects with codes of 4', four with 
coded scor .. of 47 or 74, and four 49's or 94's. Dahlatroa and Welah (1965) 
charactanaa the 49-. ast_di. to be overactive aad 11Ipu1siv., inespouibJa 
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and untrustworthy t shallow and superficial in their relationships. The 
hypomania indicated by the high score on scale 9 (Ma) seems to activate and 
energize the pattern related to scale 4. To satisfy their own ambitioDa and 
desires, they may expend great amounts of energy and effort. but they find 
it difficult to .tick to dutie. and respontibilities imposed by others etc. 
This is a very intereatina scale. J'urther study of the seminarians who 
are hiah on this acale seems to reveal a process of development of internali-
zation that would aid in un4erstanding them better. 
Scale 4 (Pd) then reveals a person who i. rebellious. cynical, di.-
regards rul .. , i •• ocially aagressive, and .. lft.h. 
The present ftndinp show that 6 .ubjects in who.e score scale 4 (Pd) was 
htah polot or next to tt, were found to have a .core in the B tut with scale 
4 (ld) moved out of the high point po.itton or the next position. Several 
retained scale 4 (Pd) as their high point or second; and 6 .ubjects who did 
not have scale 4 (Pd) in the hiah point or .econd po.ition in the A te.t were 
found to have .cale 4 (Pd) in thete positions in the B test. 
One interpretation of thia would be that the .tudents who are no longer 
high in .cale 4 (Pd), are the' ones who became more mature. Tho.e who re-
tained the scale. a. hiah point or second, are goina through the proce.s of 
internalization, of que.tionina thinss they formerly accepted on authority, 
and rebelli.oua, to .eme extent, towards authority, .bowing &&aresston .. the 
expre •• ion of a new found .ense of tD4ependence and .elf-confidence. Tho.e in 
who.e scores 8cale 4 (Pd) came into prominence in the B test are also going 
through this phase of development from adolesceace to adulthood. 
Scal. , (Ma). 
~ .eale was hLah potat ia , ,cOI'e' aDd .eeoad polat 1a 3.co ..... 
Bathan,. acI JIcI.1ala)' (lt51) .,laiD that th.t. .cale va b1l11t up vit' 
24 erit_10n c .... t 70-' people vhD vu. dlapoa" as .it ..... h;ypoaaf.. 0" 
mld aout .... aaaJ.a. !he _I' .......... could DOt OO*opU'at. aati.tutod.l, 
1a _niaa Ue tnv_tozy it_. 'tile _tllo ...... thta typ. of peI'.ouliCy as 
_e up of two faoton, OM ... t_. ara4 one vad.abl.. '1M cout .. t faotoJr 
i. olue to what 1. called optiataa. wldl. tlae v_table teadeao,. 18 related 
to tlae _ ... 11y .ptaodf.c .. iteMlt.t of MIlla or bn-Sa *.111, ... i ... 
• ~ d....... ttd.a.~.... ..... tMn u. 46 it_ i. tbe &cal •• 
·Ibe _1 ..,. tblt tlaia .oal •• a.u the ,.--..11ty factor, 
cbaJ:'acteri8t1c of per ... wltb ..... over productlvlt;y 1a thousht a4 act1oa. 
10II8t-. it 1. difficult to tUat1Dau1ah thea. people flo. uor.ala ... an 
..... ly _it'ous, ~ .. full of plau. ........ the J»1poNaic .eta ta 
' .... 1. fl'OSl ~1aa too ..., tld.ap, be 1. act1 ... ad eat .... 1Mtl.. IUa 
activltl .. ., iatufel:. vtth otller peopl., thl'ovp hie att..,t. to refon 
aocLal practice, IW& _t ...... t10 .tini. up of project. in wtd.cb he .. 
t .... loae inter .. t, or Jai, cU, ..... of .oc1&l coaveatlolU. au. he .. De 
1I18t__ 101' • pa;ycbopatld.c cleY1de • 
.AcCOl'4taa to the 8aarIbook, J , .. tRu .bal-act_ta. thU ,.raoulity t1P8' 
ovenctivity, .. tional aclce.rtt. ad fl1abt of 14.... 'IIae follClllld.aa 
.... tl... are the ... t 4iffereatLatlaa for coll .. e mea: 
flI;doatt hlaM..,... 'or"7i11a to ar-~ lie..,. 
.et 1a tid.. _1'14." 
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II I have often bad to take orders from someone who did 
not know aa much AI I did." 
fiAt timea my thoughtll have raced ahead faster than I 
could apeak them." 
Angers (1963) liat. confident, hypersensitive, not persiltent, aggrelsive 
charming, expansi7e, irritable, and impatient as characteristic of hypomanics. 
Drake (1959) found that high coded 95 was aa.ociated with mother con-
flict and 97 with family conflict in general. 
Hathaway and MOnachesi (1963) describe the hypomanic as expansive, 
optfmistic, decisive, not bound by custom. It is probably an indication of 
normal adjustment when youtba have moderately high scores on scale 9 (Ma). 
They see a positive relationship between high scale 9'. and city 11fe, 
whereas hi&h .cale 8· s are frequent ill rural areas. The findings of high 
scale 9' I among those of middle achievement and middle social ecol1Ol11ic levela 
suggests that this background is conducive to this optimism and self-confi-
dence. Low scale 9 (Ma) is a predictor of good conduct - they are usually 
quiet and well-behaved. 
Of the nine subjects who had scale 9 (Ma) aa hiah point, only 3 of these 
were over 70 T units. Of these, two moved away from a high score on scale 9 
(Ka) in their B test. However, there were 4 in whose B test scores, scale 9 
(Ma) became the high point but still under 70 T units. Two of the subjecta 
retained scale 9 (Ma) as their Mah point. one of them moving above 70 'l 
units. 
In the profile for the combined groups (fiaure 3) there was a rile in 
Icale 9 CKa) on the B test of 2 T units. In the rank order for Group It 
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(Ma) ranks 7 in test A (56.2) and 6 in test B (56.2) although its mean T 
score remained the same. (cf. Table VIII) 
Scales I and 2. 
Scales 1 (Ha) and 2 (0) are the two scales that ranked 8th and 9th for 
Group I for both tests and for Group II they are 8th and 9th in test A while 
in B test, scale 1 (Ha) is in the 7th position with scale 2 (0) at the bottom. 
There seems to be nothing significant to report on either of these scales, 
yet, since interpretation of MMPI scales is not by single scales but by 
patterns. they should be studied to see in what way these personality scales 
might have influenced the general picture. 
Scale 1 ~ochondriasis): 
Hathaway and MClinley (1951) describe the procedure of establishing this 
scale, the first in the inventory. The reason Scale 1 (Ha) was chosen, 
according to Bathaway, as their first attempt was that it was relatively 
clearcut clinically and because there were good clinical cases easy to cbtain. 
The same could be said for "Depression" which was chosen for the second scale. 
They define hypochondriasis as an abnormal psychoneurotic concern over bodily 
health. 
The criterion group consisted of 50 cases, carefully selected, of pure, 
uncomplicated hypochondriasis. The normal or control cases were 109 males 
and 153 females between the ages of 26-43 inclusive. All were married and 
were individuals viSiting hospital patients or who had come with patients. 
Another normal group consisted of 265 college students, mostly freshmen. An 
item was selected tentatively only if it showed a percentage frequency 
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difference between the criterion group and the normal group at least twice it. 
standard error. Fifty items were finally chosen but later revisions were 
necessary so that the scale now consists of 33 items. 
They noted that physical symptoms alter the personality pattern only 
moderately in the direction of scale 1 (Ha). There are only 8 itams in the 
scale that do not overlap with other scales. The items include generalized 
aches and pains, specific complaints about digestion, breathing, thinking, 
vision. sleep, peculiarities of sensation and a few that relate to general 
health and competence. Some of the statements that correlate the highest with 
the total scale are: 
HI have a great deal of stomach trouble. I! 
"I am troubled by discomfort in the pit of my stomach 
every few days or oftener." 
"I am troubled by attacks of nausea and vomiting." 
flDuring the past few years I have been well most 
of the time." 
"I am about as able to work as I ever was." 
HOften I feel as if there were a tight band about my head." 
These last three items are also listed in .cales 2 (D) and 3 (By). In fact. 
twenty of the 33 items in scale 1 (Is) also appear in scale 3 tRy). 
Per.ons with this disorder .haw an abnormal concern about bodily fuDctio~. 
Their worries and preoccupations dominate life and often aerioualy Itmit their 
activities and interpersonal relations. According to the Handbook. the 
classic picture of the hypochondriac includes egocentricity, immaturity, and 
lack of insight into the emotional baai. of their preoccupation. with bodily 
function •• 
The Hanual allO point. out that the h1lh .cale 1 (Sa) is 1Iaature in hi • 
• pproach to problema. In collele IrOUP.. peak. on scale 1 (lis) .re qu1te 
rare. 
In the pre.ent r .. ult. there were only two who hael • hiah .core on acale 
1 (lis). la the firat tnatance the score w .. in the A teat but 111 the. teat, 
acale 1 (Ha) acor. va. nOrMl. la the .ecoacl .abj.ct, .cale 1 (Ha) appear •• 
as hi. h1ah point 111 his cocle aft.r t .. t B but it •• b.low T .core 70. Scale 
1 (Ha) appeared .a the .ecoad h1ah po1at in two .ubject. but after B t •• t it 
Wal no J.oaaer amona their htah po1l1ts.. One .ubject, after the B teat, had 
.cale 1 (Is) a. a .ecODd hilh po1at. rbi •• .-iaarJ Iroup refl.ct. the 
leneral patten that .cal. 1 (Ha) ral:'ely appearl a. a peak .cor. 1a coll .. e 
.Ubject.. When it doe. it il usually indicative of immaturity. 
Scale 2 (Depr ••• ion'. 
'fId. .eal., like .eale 1 (Is) •• dev.loped ..,irical1y With the aid of a 
.~ of SO el.pre.aod patient. wbo.e r.plie. .ere coapared with .everal 
.roup. of nonall to let thole it_ that woulel indicate til. difficulty of 
depre •• toa. Sixty iteu .ere .electeel. 
%be .eale .... ure •• ,.,tomatic elepre •• ioa i •••••• e .. al fr ... of miad 
charactar1aed by poor ., .. ale, lack of hope 1D. the Iut .... e,. eli •• ati.factioa with 
the patient'. ova .tat .. ,eDerally_ FeeliDa' of hopele ...... aad worthl ••• -
"'.. slowina of thouaht aacl .ct1on. fr.queatly with thouaht. of deatll and 
su1cid., are pr •• ent. The .,.t differentutina it_ are: 
"1 do not WOl'ry about catcldaa el1 .... e •• tI 
"1 f.el weak allover aach of the tt.. tJ 
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"I have a good appetite. It 
liMy aleep is fitful and disturbed. II 
'lI am afraid of loeiag my mind. II 
liMy memory ee... to be all l'iaht." 
The scale is senaitive to any depressing reaction. Anaera (1963) 
describes scale 2 (0) it ... as expreseing depression, dejection, discouraae-
ment, despondency, eubjective distress. Of the three neurotic scalee, scale 
2 (0) shows attitudes towarel the symptOlll8, while scales 1 (Ha) and 3 (By) 
indicate them. 
Hathaway and Monacbdsi (1963) say that adolescente who admit frequent 
crying. feelings of hopelessness and lonelinese will bave a high ecore on 
this scale. 
The Manual calle attention to the "SDdUng depression" i. e., depreeeion 
well hidden from casual observation. A high score suggests a personality 
that lacks self-confidence, has a tendency to worry, bas narrowneee of 
interests and introversion. The Manual goee on to declare that this scale 
together with scales I (Ha) and 3 cay) will identify the greater proportion 
of those persons not under medical care who are commonly called neurotic, as 
well as individuals so abnormal as to need psychiatric attention. 
In the present reeulta, acale 2 (0) occurs only twice aa a h1ah point 
but elropa back in the B test where it occurs once aa a aecond high point but 
below T acore 70. 
On the other hand scale 2 (D) appears twenty times as a low score. nus 
is in line with the Handbook which statea that younger subjects tend to score 
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below the adult level. The acore levela of the typical noJ:1Bla aeem to in-
dicate moderate levela of depreasion. Older aubjecta tend to range upwarda 
becaue of increasina reaponsibilitiea, an attitude of pesaWs. about the 
world, which they justify as only beine realistic, and a co...,n lack. of ener.,. 
and foreefulnesa in meeting demands aDd challenges. Lower Icorel reflect a 
naturalness, buoyancy. freedom of thought and action that lead to ealY social 
relations, confidence in takina on ea.ks and effectiveness in a variety of 
activities. This describes the subjects in the preaent study. 
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1. •• ,-, 0# the .theW. 
fha pvpo.e of thil .tucly 1. to auwer the queltlon: XI thel!' an, .1,-
nltloant cbaDa' eff.cted b1 eeadDar7 traiDiaa? 
'the null hypothee1.t vat •• t up that DO perlonalit, chaag.e woulcl be 
touncl which would be elp1floant beyoncl the .OS lev.l of alplfloance. 
!be .abjectl were 41 Hu:yfmol1 .em.1nariau at the co11ea. lev.l no bacl 
beea te.teel with the *,X pr.vlous to thelr _tranc. and who were DOW In th.ir 
.eaior 1eu. !be 1nItl'UMllt uteel wa. the H1na.e.ota Hvlt1phulc Per.onaUty 
InventsI:)' teat. 
In *, 1965 .laht.8Il lenior. a,reed to take the *'1 t •• t ap1n. In 
S.pt_er another &roup of .enior., tv.llty-thr.e, .. reed to aul:md.t to • re-
telt. !her. waf DO pr ••• UI" put 011 -JOna to take the teat. 'lbo.. who dld 
80 Im_ that the re.ult. woald 'be uaed In thi. the.l •• 
lo. the aclII1.ni.tr.tlon of the t •• t, to I&ve time, the fo11ov11l8 1n-
etructlo .. w.re ,lvenl HAIl_r all queetlone to n".r 366 1nclutlv.. Aft.r 
that, lIlawer onl, tho ••• evea which are eucircleel. fI 'lhut everyone who took 
the te.t ID8Wered .v.ry ltem that i. on the Ilin. clinlcal .calee. 
The r •• alte w.r. treated at fol1on c 
a) The MeaD., Standard Deviation. ancl the .1plfloance 
of the difference. were obtalnecl for the total aroup 
of fort,-one, utiDa the ttttl te.t to det.rain. the 
.1pif1caa.ce of the cflff.reuc.. COmpal'l101l .... macI. 
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by profile" b, table, .-bawlna the ruk oreler of 
'! ,core, aacl the ruk order of the .cale •• 
b) eompar1aoa wa. made of ~oup 1 (1965 .eaiors) vith 
Croup 11 (1966 .cmlor.). Camparuoll vas made of 
the "hlaha" and llOJ:Mla of eaGh poup acoord1Da to 
proflles and table. of means, standard deviationa 
c) Comparison vas funher _de b, Codl •• each .ubject 
beina coded accordions to the Hathawa, _tbod t with 
a 8tud, of the aeal .. to di.cover chanae. in 
1Iulividuals and what they m1aht .iplfy. 
lesumJ of the Be.ults. 
A. Beaulta for the coa'blned pcup., the total 41 students. 
a) '01' the total &roupa there v.. a .iIRlflcant difference 
on but one ,cale - X and thi. was le.. than the 11 
level. (.01) 
b) lor the SPtal sroup there vue elevatlons on Scales 
1 (Ha). 3 (By). 4 (pel). 6 (pa), 8 (8c) and 9 (Ma) 
over the results f" the A teat but in no cas. did 
an)' reach .1plflcmce at the .OS lev.l. 
c) In aeneral the .cores of these subjects are hlper, 
more deviant, than 11er's, Cor.n'" MeDonap',. and 
Murph,'. seUnarlaDa md the Collele _Ie •• (of. Table VI) 
I. Besult. for the individual Group, and a capari.on of thea. 
a) Group I bad an elevattoa on ,cale 3 (By) that _s 
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significant at the .05 level, thus moving towards 
greater deviancy on this scale. Group Ills score 
on validity scale F dropped significantly below the 
.02 level, moving towards greater normalcy but there 
was a rise on scale K significant at the .02 level, 
indicating an increase in defensiveness. 
b) Group I had an overall rise of 47.1 T units while 
Group II's overall T unit score was lower by 7.7 T 
units. Therefore, for the combined groups there was 
an overall elevation of 39.4 T units. 
c) The highest mean score for Group I on both tests was 
on scale 5 ~f) with scale 8 (Sc) next. For Group 
II the highest mean score in test A was also on 
scale 5 ~f) with scale 7 (Pt) next, but, in the B 
test, Group II scored highest on scale 3 (Ry) with 
scale 5 ~) next. 
d) in a comparison of the T scores, Group I had 4 sub-
jects who were each more than 10 units (1 standard 
deviation) in excess of their A test results. 
Group II bad only two subjects exceeding their A 
test by more than 10 units each, while one subject 
scored 14 units less than his A test. 
e) Study of the ·highs" and "normals": 
Group I highs, in their profile, tended towards an 
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elevation of the psychotic tetrad with a peak on 
scale 8 (Sc). 
In Table lXa these results appear from the study 
of Group I highs: 
3 who were deviant on test A became more deviant 
on test B. 
3 who were not previously deviant became dev.nt 
on test B, two .ignificant~y so at .01 and .05 
level of significance. 
3 who had been among the dev:la nts mov~d out of 
this class in test B ~esults, one getting Sig-
nificantly better scores at .02 level of 
significance. 
2 who were deviant became les. deviant. 
For Croup II the highs were les. deviant in their 
B test, showing a profile le.s elevated, with a 
mild neurotic triad and a negative slope on the 
psychotic side. StUdying the results on Table 
IXa as was done for Group I, the following changes 
appear: 
2 subjects became much more deviant in test B. 
5 who were not previously deviant became deviant 
in test B. (To be exact, two of these actually 
lowered their mean (53.6 T units to 52.5 and 
57.6 T units to 56.7) but in each case one scale 
was over 70 T units, which put them among the 
highs) • 
5 who had been in the deviant category moved 
towards normality (i.e., they had no score over 
70 T units in the B test and three of these 
chanaed radically at .02 aDd .01 level. of 
significance). 
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4 subjects became less deviant, one significantly 
so at .01 level of significance, yet each re-
tained a scale with a score of 70 or over T units. 
f) The normals of both Groups remained almost the same 
and resembled each other closely. (cf. Table IKc). 
g) Using Hakenwerth's modification of Kobler's criterion, it 
was found that: 
4 subjects were in the critical category before 
entry but all four moved into the normal category 
during the seminary course. 
9 who were not in the critical category before 
entry were found to have scores on the retest 
that placed them in the critical category. 
Of these 9, six were high on scale 8 (Sc), five 
on scale 4 (Pd), four on scale 7 (Pt), and three 
each on scales 3 cay) and 9 (Ma), and two each 
on scales 6 (Pa) and I (Bs). 
c. Study of the results of the individual scores: 
a) The codes for all of Group I are available in Table la, 
for Group II in Table Xb and a listing of the frequency 
of one-point codes and two-point codes is given in 
Table Xc. Considerable study was devoted to the coding 
to see if patterns could be discovered and if this 
method of studying the subjects would reveal a deeper 
knowledge of personality changes and what causes them 
but much more research will be needed. However, one 
gets an acquaintance on a small scale with the vast 
research that has been done in this field. One student 
with the classic code 86 at a very high elevation was 
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found. In fact this subject's score was so deviant 
that it seriously biased the total on scales 8 (Sc) 
and 6 (Pa). 
b) From an analysis of the coding and the T scores these 
findings resulted: 
Of the group of 41 students: 
10 moved significantly towards normality. 
6, who were not classed as abnormals, 
moved closer to the mean. 
15 moved beyond the T score of 70 there-
fore into the abnormal group. 
7 increased in that direction but not to 
that extent. 
3 remained the same. 
In trying to be brief. these results have been over-
simplified. They are explained more fully in the 
discussion of the coding in the text. 
Comparing the results of the senior test with those of the pre-freshman 
test, the findings were as follows: 
1. Findings as a result of analysis into "highs" and 
nOl~ls for differences which were measured for 
significance by a nt' test: 
27 subjects changed: 
IS changed significantly at .05 level of 
significance. (10 unfavorably) 
(5 favorably) 
12 changed moderately (3 unfavorably) 
(9 favorably) 
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14 did not show any noticeable change 
____ according to this method of analysis. 
41 
2. Findings as a result of Coding: 
This method differentiates more finely and examines 
the score of each individual: 
16 became more normal: 
10 moved from the abnormal range to 
the normal, except for two: these 
two subjects reduced, in one case, 
5 scales over 70 to one over 70, 
and in the other subject four scales 
over 70 were reduced to one over 70. 
6 moved closer to the mean. 
22 became less normal: 
15 moved into the abnormal range or were 
already there. 
7 increased their scores in the direction 
of the abnormal range. 
3 did not show noticeable change. 
41 
The normals showed very little change. There would be much value in 
asking all the seniors to take the MMPI test before they leave the seminary: 
1. For counseling purposes while still seniors or 
later at the Novitiate. 
2. For a continuing program of research which might 
enable the faculty to discover how the seminary 
can be more effective in bringing about favorable 
personality change. 
In this small group of subjects there was one student with 7 scales over 
70, there were five students with 4 scales over 70, four with 3 scales, and 
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seven with 2 scales. Two of these have since dropped out. The fact that 
these young men can carryon in the seminary despite this degree of deviation 
supports Dr. Kobler's (1964) finding that a considerable amount of deviation 
is tolerable in religious applicants and perseverance in the religious life is 
not necessarily a measure of adjuslment. 
Conclusions. 
a) An overall rise in scale K at .01 level of significance 
indicates a rise in defensiveness. 
b) Although the null hypothesis must be accepted, namely, 
that there was no overall change, significant at .05 
level, yet there were significant changes in a number 
of subjects both away from normalcy and towards normalcy. 
c) Of the two Groups, the more deviant is Group I. The 
reason may be, or it is at least a contributing reason, 
that the time of year and the circumstances (the month 
of May, a few weeks before graduation) may have increased 
the nervous excitement to an extent that would affect the 
scores. Group II took the test in early September before 
academic pressure was felt and vocational decisions had 
to be made. 
d) The trend of colleges and seminaries, to score highest on 
scale 5 (.Mf) in both test A and B, 1s true of this study 
also, although there is a lowering in test B. (cf. Fig. 3) 
e) Although significant changes were not recorded for the 
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group as a whole. except on scale K, nor in the Groups, 
except on scale 3 (Hy) in Group I and scales P and K 
in Group II. yet there were si8nificant chanaes in a 
number of the subjects that may provide some clues to 
the effectiveness of the seminary in bringing about 
desirable personality change: according to the findings 
of this study of 41 subjects, slightly over half (22) 
moved towards more deviant behavior while slightly less 
than half (16) moved towards normalcy. 
The findings of the present thesis confirm those of Murtaugh on scales K, P, 
ay. Pt, and Ma. 
In comparing, the findings of the present thesis with those of Bakenwerth, 
it is noted that there are rises on F, and ~, but not to the extent of .01 
for the combined group. Likewise there is a rise on Pt., but it is not 
significant. 
Also noteworthy is Bakenwerth's finding that 18 subjects moved into the 
critical category somewhere between their entry and the time of retest. In 
the present study there were 10 out of 41 who were normal at testing but had 
become deviant on retests. However, the critical criterion adopted in this 
thesis was more demanding than that of Bakenwerth - if a subject had one or 
more scores at T-70 or above, he was considered critical. Using Bakenwerth's 
criterion, there were 9 who would be placed in the critical category. 
Finally three recommendations might be made on the basis of this inves-
tigation: 
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1. That all seniors be given the MMPI tests. 
2. That those who were the subjects of this investigation 
be retested at the end of their third theology to see 
if any significant personality changes take place during 
the years of theology study. 
3. That testing take place at the end of sophomore year. 
Freedman (1962) suggests that I fundamental personality 
characteristics are consolidated by the end of sophomore 
y 
year. r He hypothesizes that little change takes place 
after that or that whatever change the student undergoes 
will be more measured and gradual. This would fill in the 
gaps in the longitudinal studies carried out by Murtaugh 
and Hakenwerth and give a more adequate picture of the 
personality development of the seminarian along his 
course of studies and into the priesthood. It would 
parallel the studies made by Sanford and Freedman among 
the college students of Vassar and provide a scientific 
basis for judging th~ effectiveness of seminarian 
training in the development of a personality modeled on 
Jesus Christ. 
Can the questions raised on p. 21 be answered? !! there significant 
chasse !a personality expected ~ seminary trainins, Yes. according to the 
findings of this investigation. 
l!1. !!h!l !.t@!. ~ change ~ place? 
In increased defensiveness (K); in increased social participation and 
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easy accessibility, with some immaturity and naivete (Ry); greater compre-
hension of the statements in the test and greater cooperativeness and care in 
taking it (F). 
!!~ positive ~ negative, desirable ~ undesirable? 
14 did B2S change noticeably 
12 changed moderately: 9 favorably 
3 unfavorably 
15 changed significantlI: 5 favorably 
10 unfavorably 
The presence of change, positive or negative)is also brought out by using 
a modification of Kobler's criterion for finding subjects in the critical 
category: 
4 subjects who were critical before entry improved 
to such an extent that they we~e no longer critical 
in the retest. Three lowered their scores on scale 
7 (Pt) and all four lowered their scores on scales 
1 (Hs) , 2 (D), 4 (Pd) and 6 (Pa). 
9 who were not in the critical category at entry were 
found in the critical category in the retest. The 
areas of elevated scores were on scales: S(Sc), 4 
(Pd), 7 (Pt), 3 (By), 9 (.Ma) and 2 (D). Therefore, 
there was, in the case of these 9, an increase of 
cautiousness, secrecy, obseSSive-compulsive tendencies, 
doubts, fears and indecisiveness, an increase of 
activity and i~volvement without any depth and a slight 
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tendency to discouragement, sadness and introspection. 
How do our seminarians compare with: 
other seminarians? 
College males? 
general population '! 
The combined groups were slightly roore deviant 
than those of McDonagh, except on scale 2 (D); 
Gorman, except on scales 2 (D) and 5 eMF); Bier, 
except on scales 2 (D) and 5 (l f). cf. Table VI. 
They were less well-adjusted than Leonard Murphy's 
seminarians, showing an increase on scales 1 (Rs), 
3 (Hy) but agreeing with his finding of a decrease 
on 2 (D). 
Combined groups were slightly more deviant except 
on scales 1 (Bs), 2 (D) and 9 CMa). 
Combined groups were generally higher in the 
clinical scales and therefore more deviant 
according to the MMPI. 
How do these results compare with those of Sanford and Freedman? 
Sanford and Freedman found a consistent trend for seniors to be higher than 
freshmen on scales 1 (Bs), 2 (D), 3 (ny), 4 (Pa), 8 (Sc) and 9 (Ma). This 
trend is true in this investigation except for scale 2 (D), on which there was 
a slight decrease. 
They found no significant change on the K scale whereas this study re-
vealed a significant increase in K. 
They found that seniors subscribed more frequently than freshmen to 
statements indicating psychological or physical disturbances and instability. 
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Psychological disturbances were verified in this study but no significant 
physical disturbances were noted as the rise on 1 (Hs) was very slight. 
~ ~ ~ 2i testing ~ Seniors .h£:,., in September 2!:.1£ May, ~:m 
influence 2a the scores? 
Group A1which was made up of seniors who were tested in late May}was more 
deviant than Group B who took the test in September. There is some evidence 
to indicate that this was due to the increased strain on seniors just before 
graduation. But there w .. re two whose scores were abnonnally high which 
tended to bias somewhat the results and make it difficult to draw a clearcut 
conclusion. 
It was also hoped that the results of this investigation might show the 
effects of the unit system which had been introduced three years before. The 
seniors in Group A started under the traditional system and went through the 
rather difficult period of transition. The seniors in Group B came in when 
the system was already in operation. 
The Si scale would have been very helpful in showing the degree of 
sociability of those who took the test, which would have been a good measure 
by which to compare the two groups for tendencies toward isolation or to 
sociability. The Si scale was not used in the entry test so it was not used 
in the retest. However, the fact that Group A was more deviant, that they 
were significantly higher on Hy;and showed an increase on Sc)which was almost 
significanSmight be attributed to the unit systemjbut this evidence would 
not be conclusive even though Group B's score on the retest was lower than the 
) 
test score on Sc, which would indicate a greater ease in social situations. 
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Again, however, it is necessary to point out that two subjects in Group A had 
extraordinarily high scores on Sc. Further data is certainly needed before a 
clear cut decision can be reached. 
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Can anything be learned from the scores of the nine who were not in the 
critical category at the time of their pre-freshman test but whose score in 
their senior year would place them in that category? (The critical category i 
that described on p. 32). 
1. Bakenwerth, as noted before, had a similar finding but was not sure i 
this development took place during the time of teaching as trained members of 
his society. He reasoned that it must have been during the training period. 
Boweve~, as a result of this investigation, it is clear that this change took 
place in the seminary situation. The periods of vacation at home might have 
had some influence, but they were brief as compared with the nine or ten 
month residence in the seminary during the school year. 
2. The scores of these 9 subjects in Table XI in the appendix p. 137 
show the following important findings: 
Average Means 
for the Nine Scales Scales Over 70 T Units 
Subject I!!£ Includ1!l8 5 O!f) (5 (0) is excluded) 
1 A 58.3 
B 62.7 7 (Pt), 8 (Sc), 9 ()fa) 
2 A 51.5 
B 68.5 2(D), 7(Pt), 8(Sc) 
3 A 53 
B 63.4 3(By), 8(Sc) 
4 A 51 
B 72.6 2(D), 4(Pd), 6(Pa), 7(Pt) 
8 (Sc), 9 (Ma) 
5 A 52.3 
B 67.7 4 (Pd) , 6 (Pa) , 8(Sc) 
6 A 59 
B 65 3 (By) J 8(lc) 
(findings continued) 
Subject ~ 
7 A 
B 
8 A 
B 
9 A 
B 
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Average Means 
for the Nine Scales 
Including 5 (Mf) 
64 
62.2 
65.7 
62.1 
55.8 
62 
Scales Over 70 T Units 
(5 (Mf) is excluded) 
4 (Pd), 9 (Ma) 
3(Hy), 4(Pd) 
4 (Pd), 7 (Pt) 
The following points are clear from an analysis of these findings: 
a) There is a significant gap between the average score of the pre-
freshman test and the senior test results for 2, 3, 4, 5 and to a lesser 
extent for 6 and 9. If these subjects had been tested earlier, e.g., after 
sophomore, these changes might have become evident and counseling might have 
checked these unwholesome developments. 
b) 1, 2, 4, 5 are high in the psychotic area of the scales. Dr Kobler 
notes that high scores on 7 CPt) and 8 (Sc) are an indication of a subject who 
should be investigated more fully. It is significant that one of these with-
drew after graduation and three during the novitiate year which followed their 
graduation from the seminary at Glen Ellyn. 
c) 7, 8, 9 might be classed among those with behavior problems. In the 
case of 7 and 8, their pre-freshman test score average was actually higher 
than their senior average, but they did not have the two or more scales over 
70 that would have put them in the critical category in their pre-freshman 
test. The presence of a high score on 4 (Pd) indicates a person who is 
aggressive, independent and often has trouble with authority figures such as 
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his father or the authorities in the college. This is very true in the case 
of these subjects. Here again an earlier acquaintance with these test results 
would have made it possible for them to get counseling that might have helped 
them correct this tendency. 
d) Personal co~aet with these subjects and a knowledge of their 
personalities and problems corroborates the test results. In fact, some 
counseling was receiveci by 1, 2, 4, 5 but without much effect. They were 
very aware of their difficulty in relating with others and did try hard to 
change without much success. This would indicate that this was a deep per-
sonality weakness, this tendency to be withdrawn and to be unable to enter 
into the world of others. 
These further conclusions therefore suggest themselves: 
1) Psychological tests before entry do not always uncover inherent 
or latent weaknesses. 
2) In the case of these subjects, the environment of Maryknoll 
Seminary may have contributed to the development of these ten-
dencies. The phrase Ilmay have contributed': is used because 
it is not certain how much was a latent personality defect 
in the individual which only came to light in the seminary 
and would have come to light in any kind of environment as 
maturation proceeded. Testing after each year would be 
necessary to discover such weaknesses so that a remedy such 
as counseling could be prescribed. 
3) The fact that #1, #2, #3, #4 left during the novitiate seems 
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to indicate that these subjects could live here with their prob-
lems where they are largely taken up with studies and extra-
curricular activities. Whereas the emphasis on the spiritual 
side of life at the novitiate with time for reflection, 
reading and prayer made them painfully aware of their personal 
problem of relating with others. 
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INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA: 
The general finding ,of increased defensiveness against psychological 
weakness, concern about status, with feelings of being unusually well-
socialized, easily accessible, ready for involvement and participation in 
social activities, accompanied by scme worry and immaturity, could be verified 
by observers of Maryknoll seminarians at this stage of their deYelopment, i.e. 
seniors in college. Priests who were here for the Biblical Institute during 
the summer were heard to remark on the social ease of the seminarians they 
met. This finding has been discussed in more detail on pp. 45-55. 
In the studies of groups, generally, it is found that there are indivi-
duals who improve considerably during a period of training and there are 
some who regress in personality development. Whether this is mainly due to 
the environment or to their own temperament or to the interaction of both 
cannot always be determined. After subjecting the individual scores to 
various tests, dividing the subjects into "highs" and Hnormalsll , coding the 
scores, classifying them according to critical categories, the general picture 
shows a little more than half the seminarians increasing in neuroticism and 
the remainder moving towards the norm or average, some in a very significant 
way. 
What is most difficult to explain is how and why the nine subjects whose 
scores at the pre-entry test were within the normal range became significantly 
or critically neurotic by their senior year. It is also puzzling that four 
should have shown a critical rise in a tendency to schizoid behavior while the 
scores of three indicated a strong inclination towards behavior that was 
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rebellious and agressive. Some explanation of these developments has been 
attempted in the previous section. To what extent the seminary environment 
is responsible is not clear. In some cases the weakness was already present 
but in a latent condition as one could infer from the higher scores in the 
pre-entry test, yet not high enough to be in critical category. It remained 
for the stresses and strains of seminary life to bring these weaknesses out 
into the open. In the case of those inclined to schizoid behavior, despite 
the social organization of this seminary, they still found it difficult to 
communicate with their roommates and unit-mates. In this situation, the 
natural tendency would be to turn to prayer and spiritual reading. While this 
would ordinarily be an admirable means of aiding a troubled person to handle 
his problems, in the case of these young men who were already experiencing 
difficulties in relating with their peers, the resort to private spiritual 
exercises probably increased the tendency to withdraw and live in fantasy, 
and gave them, therefore, a very laudable excuse to withdraw further. 
In regard to those with behavior problems, the confusion between freedom 
and authority, the emphasis on conscience and personal decision, the talk 
about civil disobedience, the transition in the seminary from the traditional 
view of the man who keeps the rule exactly and fully as the man who was the 
model seminarian, a view influenced by monastic life, to the new type of 
spirituality that emphasizes the pastoral and the apostolic, which involves 
reducing rules to a few basic ones so that the student may have the freedom 
to learn how to make the right choices and accept responsibility for the 
working out of his own spiritual and religious life in the midst of apostolic 
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life, all these changes may have encouraged those who were already inclined 
to oppose authority to reject what little authority still remained in the 
contemporary seminary. 
The two weaknesses of this thesis have already been noted: 
1) the smallness of the sample; 
2) the possibility that those who volunteered to take the 
retests were members of the senior class who experienced 
anxiety about their personality problems. 
This places the findings and the interpretation of the data on shaky 
evidence. It is hoped that further research will be done in this area so that 
scientific testing and study will furnish an empirical basis on which to 
build the program of personality development and spiritual formation in the 
seminary. 
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Table I 
MMPI SCORES OF 41* STUDENTS AT MARYK110LL SEMINARY IN GLEN ELLYN 
A • score from test taken before entry into Maryknoll* 
B = score from test taken in senior year at Glen Ellyn* 
Test Item Mean A Std. Dev. Mean B Std. Dev. Diff. bet. Means 
F(l) 3.5 2.4 3.9 3.0 - .4 
F(2) 3.6 2.0 2.6 L8 +1.0 
F(3) 3.6 2.2 3.2 2.5 + ,4 
K(l) 15.4 4.3 17.1 5.4 -1.7 
K(2) 16.3 4.2 18.7 3.5 -2.4 
K(3) 16.0 4.5 17.9 4<6 -1.9 
Rs + .5K(1) 11.8 3.1 12.0 2.6 - .2 
Rs + .5K(2) 12.7 3.5 13.4 2.6 - .7 
Hs+ .5K(3) 12.3 3.4 12.8 3.0 - .5 
D(l) 17.2 4.2 18.0 4.0 - .8 
D(2) 16.6 5.0 15.7 4.8 + .9 
D(3) 16.9 3.9 16.7 4.0 + .2 
Ry(l) 19.5 4.0 21.6 3.7 -2.1 
Ry(2) 21.8 4.1 23.0 4.9 -1.2 
Ry(3) 20.8 3.2 22.3 3.8 -1.5 
Pd + .4K(1) 22.3 2.9 23.2 4.5 - .9 
Pd + .4K(2) 22.3 3.6 23.2 3.5 - .9 
Pd + .4K(3) 22.3 3.2 23.2 4.1 - .9 
Mf(l) 26.5 4.7 27.5 4.3 -1.0 
Mf(2) 27.3 4.9 26.3 5.2 +1.0 
Mf(3) 26.9 4.9 26.8 5.3 + .1 
Pa(l) 10.1 2.5 11.0 3.0 - .9 
Pa(2) 10.0 2.1 9.7 2.5 + .3 
Pa(3) 10.0 2.4 10.3 2.8 - .3 
Pt + IK(l) 27.5 5.0 28.7 1}.8 -1.2 
Pt + 1K(2) 28.0 4.1 26.8 4.2 +1.2 
Pt + lK(3) 27.8 4.9 27.6 4.9 + .2 
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Table I (continued) 
Tta, It,. He,n It. Std. pev. Mean B Std. ll!y, D!(,. b,t. Hli. 
Ie + Ut(l) 27.2 S.9 29.1 7.1 -1.9 
Se + U(2) 26.6 4.9 26.1 3.4 + .5 
Se + 1K(3) 26.8 5.4 21.4 5.7 
- .6 
!fa + .2K(1) 17.8 4.1 19.4 3.2 -1.6 
Ma + .2&(2) 19.2 3.1 19.4 3.3 
- .2 
Ma + .&(3) 18.5 3.8 19.4 3.3 .... 9 
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Table I (continued) 
Test Item t ratio e· (probability) 
F(l) 
- .42 .8 
F(2) +2.48 .02 
F(3) 
- .87 .4 
K(l) 
-1.57 .2 
K(2) 
-3.22 .01 
K(3) 
-3.33 .01 
Ha + .5K(1) 
- .212 .8 
Hs + .5K(2) 
- .926 .4 
Hs + .5K(3) 
- .889 .4 
D(l) 
- .571 .6 
D(2) -I- .641 .6 
D(3) + .101 .8 
Hy(1) 
-2.333 .05 
Hy(2) 
- .870 .4 
Ry(3) 
- .644 .6 
Pd + .4K(1) 
- .823 .4 
Pd + .4K(2) -1.285 .2 
rd + .4K(3) -1.486 .2 
Mf(l) 
- .69 .6 
Mf(2) + .644 .6 
Mf(3) + .129 .8 
Pa(l) 
- .973 .4 
Pa(2) + .613 .4 
Pa(3) 
- .345 .8 
Pt -I- 1K(I) 
- .68 .4 
Pt -I- lK(2) +1.38 .2 
Pt -I- lK(3) + .448 .6 
Sc + lK(I) 
- .74 .4 
Sc -I- 1K(2) + .45 .6 
Sc + lK(3) 
- .46 .6 
Ma +.2K(1) 
-1.51 .2 
Ma + .2K(2) 
- .309 .8 
Ma + .2K(3) -1.43 .2 
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Table I (continued) 
Probability values are estimated according to Fisher's table of tit' 
(Table XIII, p. 87 in Smith's A Simplified Guide to Statistics.Third Edition) • 
. 
At 17 degrees of freedom: .05 is 2.110; .02 is 2.567; • 01 is 2.898 • 
At 22 degrees of freedom: .05 is 2.074; .02 is 2.508; .01 is 2.819. 
At 30 degrees of freedom: .05 is 2.042; .02 is 2.457; • 01 is 2.750 • 
(the Table does not go beyond 30 degrees, 80 the probability values of 40 
were really those of 30). 
* The numeral one (1) after the name of a test item designates the scores 
of 18 students, members of the class of 1965, who, in ~~y of 1965, took 
the test a second time; the numeral two (2) designates the score of 23 
students, members of the class of 1966, who in September of 1965, took the 
test a second time; the numeral three (3) designates the combined scores 
for both of these groups, which have a total of 41 subjects. 
The difference between the means is marked + or - The plus sign indicates 
a movement towards better adjustment, the minus sign is to show an increase 
of score and therefore a movement towards poorer ~djustment. 
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Table II 
MMPI SCORES OF MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF 1965 AT MARYKNOLL SEMINARY IN GLEN 
ELLYN, ILLINOIS. 
A= score from test taken before entering Maryknoll (before Sept. 1961) 
B :: score from test taken in the senior year (May, 1965) 
~ ~ ~ ~ ill.t. Diff. bet. t p. !pro-
~ A ~ B ~ Means ratio bability) 
F 3.5 2.4 3.9 3.0 ~ .4 - .42 .8 
K 15.4 4.3 17.1 5.4 -1.7 -1.57 .2 
Us + .5K 11.8 3.1 12.0 2.6 
-
.2 
-
.212 .8 
D 17.2 4.2 18.0 4.0 
-
.8 
-
.571 .6 
Hy 19.5 4.0 21.6 3.7 -2.1 -2.333 .05 
Pd + .4K 22.3 2.9 23.2 4.5 - .9 - .823 .4 
Mf 26.5 4.7 27.5 4.3 -1.0 + .69 .6 
Pa 10.1 2.5 11.0 3.0 - .9 - .973 .4 
Pt + 1K 27.5 5.0 28.7 4.8 -1.2 
-
.68 .4 
Sc + 1K 27.2 5.9 29.1 7.1 -1.9 - .74 .4 
Ma+ .2K 17.8 4.1 19.1+ 3.2 -1.6 -1.51 .2 
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Table III 
MMPI SCORES OF 23 MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF 1966 AT MARYKNOLL SEMINARY IN 
GLEN ELLYN, ILLINOIS. 
A= score from the test taken before entering Naryknoll (before Sept. ) 1962). 
B = score from the test taken in the senior year (Sept. , 1965). 
1m ~ Std. ~ ~ !ll!f. beh t E· {Era-
lli!!! A ~ !? ~ Means ratio bability 
F 3.6 2.0 2.6 1.8 +1.0 +2.48 .02 
K 16.3 4.2 18.7 3.5 -2.4 -3.22 .01 
Hs+ .5K 12.7 3.5 13.4 2.6 - .7 - .926 .4 
D 16.6 5.0 15.7 4.8 + .9 + .641 .6 
By 21.8 4.1 23.0 4.9 -1.2 - .870 .4 
Pd + .4K 22.3 3.6 23.2 3.5 
-
.9 -1.285 .2 
Mf 27.3 4.9 26.3 5.2 +1.0 + .644 .6 
1'a 10.0 2.1 9.7 2.5 + .3 -I- .613 .4 
Pt +- lIZ 28.0 4.1 26.8 4.2 +1.2 +1.38 .2 
Sc + lK 26.6 4.9 26.1 3.4 + .5 + .45 .6 
Ma+ .2K 19.2 3.1 19.4 3.3 
-
.2 
-
.309 .8 
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Table IV 
MMPI SCORES OF THE COMBINED GROUPS) 18 MEMBERS OF THE J.965 CLASS, AND 23 
MEMBERS OF THE CLASS OF 1966, A TOTAL OF 41 SUBJECTS. 
A = score from the test taken before entering Maryknoll. 
B ::: score from the test taken in the Senior year at Glen Ellyn. 
TesS. ~ St~. ~ 2!!:.. Ditf. bet. t e· ~ero-
.lli!!l A ~ 1i ~ Means ratio bability) 
F 3.6 2.2 3.2 2.5 + .4 
-
.87 ./t 
K 16.0 '~.5 17.9 I~. 6 -1.9 -3.33 .01 
Hs+ .5K 12.3 3.4 12.8 3.0 
-
.5 - .889 .4 
D 16.9 3.9 16.7 ' •• 0 + .2 + .101 .8 
Hy 20.8 3.2 22.3 3.8 -1.5 - .644 .6 
Pd + .4K 22.3 3.2 23.2 4.1 - .9 -1.486 .6 
Mf 26.9 'fo9 26.8 5.3 + .1 + .129 .8 
Pa 10.0 2.4 10.3 2.8 
-
.3 
-
.345 .8 
Pt + 1K 27.8 I t .9 27.6 '*.9 + .2 + .448 .6 
Sc + 1K 26.8 5.4 27.4 5.7 - .6 - .46 .6 
Ma + .2K 18..5 3.8 19.4 3.3 
-
.9 -1.43 .2 
Figure 1. 
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Group II (No. 23): 
Comparison of Pre-freshman and Senior Scores 
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Figure 3. 
Group I and II (No. 41): 
Comparison of the combined Pre-freshman and Senior Scores 
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Group I and II (No. 41): 
Comparison of the two senior tests 
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Table V 
T SCOUS ACCORDING TO RANK 
Group I: Croup II: 
A Test B Test A Test B Test 
1. 49.4 1. 51.5 1. 46.S 3. 47.2 
2. 50.4 2. 5l.S 2. 49.0 20. 4S.7 
3. 50.6 5. 52.5 3. 49.5 12. 50.6 
4. 51.5 17. 52.7 4. 50.7 7. 52.5 
5. 51.6 15. 53.1 S. 53.2 10. 52.7 
6. 52.3 11. 53.3 6. 53.4 S. 53.0 
7. 52.3 6. 54.2 7. 53.6 6. 53.3 
S. 53.1 9. 55.6 S. 54.S 13. 53.4 
9. 54.6 10. 57.5 9. 55.7 15. 55.2 
10. 56.0 16. SS.l 10. 56.4 17. 56.0 
11. 57.6 13. SS.6 11. S6.S 14. 56.7 
12. SS.3 IS. 60.0 12. 57.0 19. 57.3 
13. 59.0 12. 61.5 13. 57.1 1. 57.1 
14. 59.0 14. 63.0 14. 57.6 2. 5S.6 
15. 60.0 S. 63.4 15. SS.6 23. SS.S 
16. 61.S 7. 67.7 16. 59.0 11. 60.4 
17. 63.0 4. 6S.S 17. 61.3 IS. 61.4 
IS. §.LQ 3. 72.6 IS. 62.3 S. 61. 7 
100S.S 1055.6 19. 62.3 9. 62.0 
20. 63.0 22. 62.1 
A rise of 47.1 units on 
Test: B. 
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Table V 
T SCORES ACCORDING TO RANK (continued) 
Group II: 
21. 
22. 
23. 
A Test 
64.2 
65.1 
§lL.! 
1316.4 
21. 
4. 
16. 
B Test 
62.2 
63.4 
65.0 
1308.7 
A lowering of 7.1 units on Test B 
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Table VI 
COMPARISON 01' THE SCORES ON THE MMPI SCALES 01' GROUPS I AND II ANDTBE COM:. 
BINED GROUP WITH COLLEGE Mpl.ES, I' ATHER BIER'S SEMINARIANS, I' ATHER GOJ.UtfAN' S 
SEMINARIANS t AND I'ATHER McDONAGH'S SEMINARIANS. 
T scores: College Hales Group I Group II Combined Groups 
(N. 5035) (N 18) (N. 23) (N. 41) 
MMPI scales: 
K 54.5 59 62 61 
1 (Us) 52.3 51.7 55.4 53.5 
2 (D) 52.8 53.2 47.8 50.2 
3 (Hy) 55.0 59.3 61.9 60.6 
4 (Pd) 56.3 60.0 60.2 60.1 
5 (Mf) 58.5 63.8 60.7 62.2 
6 (Pa) 53.0 58.8 55.0 56.9 
7 (Pt) 56.7 61. 7 57.8 59.7 
8 (Sc) 56.9 63.0 57.3 60.1 
9 (Ms.) 58.7 56.2 56.2 56.2 
MMPI scales continued on following page. 
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Table VI 
COMPARISON OF THE SCORES ON THE MMPI SCALES OF GROUPS I AND II AND·THE COM-
BINED GROUP WITH COLLEGE MALES. FATHER BIER'S SEMIHAaIAHS , FATHER GORMAN'S 
SEMlHARIANS, AND FATHER McDONAGH'S SEMINARIANS. 
T scores (continued) 
Bier's 
(N. 177) 
MMPI scales: 
K 
1 (Bs) 51.08 
2 (D) 53.4 
3 (By) 57.01 
4 (Pd) 52.29 
5 (Mf) 63.43 
6 (Fa) 54.33 
7 (Pt) 53.9 
8 (Sc) 53.09 
9 (Ma) 54.66 
Gorman's 
(N. 188) 
51.4 
50.9 
49.4 
52.4 
53.2 
65.2 
52.3 
55.4 
57.4 
52.4 
McDonagh-. 
(N. 135) 
53.17 
53.18 
55.02 
54.59 
57.80 
56.23 
58.54 
57.98 
52.75 
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Table VI (continued) 
McDonagh's seminarians were first year college level, diocesan, and non-
boarding. 
Gorman's seminarians were senior high school students, all from the same area, 
diocesan, non-boarding. 
Bier's seminarians were drawn from diocesan seminarians and three religious 
societies, all in philosophy and theology, from different parts of the 
country. Bier considered them a representative sampling but Rice found in 
his study that they were not sufficiently representative. 
lor the purpose of this thesis, they do provide a basis for comparison. The 
subjects of this testing were all seminarians. They were tested during their 
senior year, after being through three years in a boarding seminary. 
Comparison: 
Compared with College males, Group I is higher in all scales except Hs 
and Ma. 
Compared with Bier's seminarians, Group I is higher in all except scales 
Bs and D. 
Compared with Gorman's seminarians, Group I is higher in all scales. 
Compared with McDonagh's seminarians, Group I is higher in all except in 
scale Hs. 
Compared with College males, Group II is higher in all scales except 
scales Ha, D and Ma. 
Compared with Bier's seminarians, Group II is higher in all except scales 
D and Mi. 
Compared with Gorman's seminarians, Group II is higher in all except 
scales D and Sc. (a minute difference of .1) 
Compared with McDonagh's seminarians, Group II is higher in all except 
scales D, Pa, Pt, and Sc. 
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Table VlIa 
COMPARISON OJ! THE MEAN T SCORES OF GROUP I FOR DIFFERENCES IN SCORES BY T 
UNITS. 
Group I: A(pre-freshman) B(senior) Differences 
1. 49.4 51.5 2.1 
2. 50.4 51.B 1.4 
3. 50.6 72.6 22.0 
4. 51.5 68.5 17.0 
5. 51.6 52.5 .9 
6. 52.3 54.2 1.9 
7. 52.3 67.7 15.4 
B. 53.1 63.4 10.3 
9. 54.6 55.6 1.0 
10. 5S.0 57.5 1.5 
11. 57.6 53.3 
- 4.3 
12. 5S.3 51.5 3.2 
13. 59.0 5B.6 .4 
14. 59.0 63.0 4.0 
15. 60.0 53.1 
- 6.9 
16. 61.B 58.1 
- 3.7 
17. 63.0 52.7 
- 9.3 
lB. 68.0 60.0 
- 8.0 
According to the Manual, 10 is the standard deviation for the T scores. 
Number of those exceeding their pre-freshman test by 10 units or one standard 
deviation • 4. Number of those whose results are 10 units less than their 
pre-freshman score • none. 
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Table VIIb 
COMPARISON OF THE MEAN T SCORES OF GROUP II FOB. DIFFERENCES IN SCORES BY T 
UNITS. 
Group II: A(pre- freshman) B(senior) Differences 
1. 46.8 51.1 10.3 
2. 49.0 58.6 9.6 
3. 49.5 47.2 .. 2.3 
4. 50.7 63.4 12.7 
5. 53.2 53.0 .. .2 
6. 53.4 53.3 .. .1 
7. 53.6 52.5 .. 1.1 
8. 54.8 61.7 6.9 
9. 55.7 62.0 6.3 
10. 56.4 52.7 .. 1.7 
11. 56.8 60.4 3.6 
12. 57.0 50.6 
- 6.4 
U. 57.1 53.4 - 3.7 
14. 57.6 56.7 
-
.9 
15. 58.6 55.2 .. 3.4 
16. 59.0 65.0 6.0 
11. 61.3 56.0 - 5.3 
18. 62.3 61.4 
-
.9 
19. 62.3 57.3 - 5.0 
20. 63.0 48.1 -14.3 
21- 64.2 62.2 
- 2.0 
22. 65.7 62.1 
- 3.6 
23. 68.4 58.8 - 9.6 
According to the Manual, the standard deviation for the T scores is 10. 
Number of those exceeding their pre-freshman test by 10 • 2 • 
• umber whose results are less by 10 • 1. 
Table VIII 
[~Altlt ORDER ACCOlU)IlIG TO MEAN SCORES ON THE PRE-FRESHMAN TEST. 
, 
Crou.v_ I: I CrouP II: 
; 
Sca,l"..! ~11 ! ScalI: !!Yq: 
! 
I ! I 5 (Hi) 61.9 . 5(H£) 63.5 1. I 
2. 8(Sc) 59.4 7(Pt) 60.2 
3. 7(Pt) 59.3 3 (By) 59.7 
I 
4. 4 (Pd) 51.8 i 8(Sc) 58.3 
I 
5. : 6(1'8) 56.1 I 4 (Pd) 58.0 
I I I i 6 ! 3 (Hy) 55.5 I 6 (Pa) 56.2 ~l I ! 
7. ! 9(Ma) 52.3 
I 
9(Ma) 55.7 
I 
i 
, 
8. I 2 (D) 51.4 1 (Us) 53.4 
I 
i 
I 9. ! 1 (Hs) 50.1 2 (D) 50.0 
j 
I 
Both sroup. are highest in scale 5 (Mi). Group I scores are .lightly lower 
on scales 7(Pt). 3(Hy), 4(Pd), 6(1'8). 9(Ma), and l(Hs). 
Table VIII continued on following page. 
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Table VIII (continued) 
RANK ORDER ACCORDING TO MEAN T SCORES ON THE SENIOR TEST. 
Group I: Group II: 
Scale: !!!n: Scale: Mean: 
-
1- 5(Mf) 63.8 3 (8y) 61.9 
2. 8(Sc) 63.0 5(Mf) 60.7 
3. 7 (Pt) 61.7 4 (Pd) 60.2 
4. 4(Pd) 60.0 7 (Pt) 57.8 
5 3 (By) 59.3 8(Sc) 57.3 
6 6 (Pa) 58.8 9(Ma) 56.2 
7 9(Ma) 56.2 1(&) 55.4 
8 2 (D) 53.2 6 (Pa) 55.0 
9 l(Bs) 51.7 2(») 47.8 
Group I and Group II are the same on 9 (Ma), but on scales 1 (Bs) and 3 (By), 
as well as on scale 4 (Pd), the scores of Group I are lower than Group II. 
On scales 5 (Mf), 2 (D), 8 (Sc), 7 (Pt). and 6 (Pa) the scores of Group I are 
higher than those of Group II. 
Figure 5. 
Group I (No. 18): 
Profiles of the "high" group on the Pre-freshman and Senior Scores 
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Table IXa 
MMPI SCALES rOR THE IIRIGH" GROUP IN RANK ORDER 
grouJ2 I GrouJ2 I 
Results on Test A (pre-freshman) Results on Test B (senior) 
Scale ~ S.D. Scale ~ !:.2:. 
7 (Pt) 66 10.81 8 (Sc) 73.8 13.58 
5 (Mf) 65.3 10.88 7 (Pt) 70.6 6.58 
8 (Sc) 63.7 14.69 4 (Pd) 68.7 5.45 
4 (Pd) 60.5 7.65 5 (Mf) 68.5 9.90 
3 (Ry) 57.1 5.94 6 (Pa) 64.0 8.60 
6 (Pa) 57.0 8.97 3 (By) 61.2 5.43 
9 (Ma) 56.8 10.88 9 (Ma) 60.2 7.24 
2 (D) 53.8 11.86 2 (D) 56.6 9.68 
1 (Ha) 51.1 8.80 1 (Bs) &:..2. 6.93 
averages: 59.069 10.05 64.388 8.15 
~roue II Groue II 
Results on Test A (ere-freshman) Results on Test B (senior) 
Scale !!!!Q ~ Scale ~ S.D. 
-
5 (Mf) 70.3 6.46 5 (Mf) 65.5 9.72 
3 (By) 65.0 4.92 3 (By) 65.5 5.77 
7 (Pt) 64.9 8.49 4 (Pd) 65.3 6.18 
8 (Sc) 63.6 7.13 7 (Pt) 63.2 6.47 
4 (Pd) 61.4 6.99 8 (Sc) 59.9 6.47 
1 (Bs) 59.6 7.89 6 (Pa) 58.4 8.06 
6 (Pa) 58.4 5.25 1 (Hs) 57.4 6.64 
9 (Ma) 57.7 6.66 9 (Ma) 56.7 11.84 
2 (D) 52.7 6.;!!t 2 (D) 52.6 Z·73 
averages: 61.545 6.68 61.636 6.87 
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This table shows Group I's highs with scale 7 (Pt) as highest and scale 5 (Mf) 
second. But after test B, scale 8 (Sc) becomes highest with scale 7 (Pt) next. 
These scores have b~ biased by the results of two subjects whose scores on 
scale 8 (Sc) were unusually high, 86 and 101 respectively. Group I's mean on 
scale 8 (Sc) became elevated by 5.3 units because of this. 
The highs in Group II remained fairly stable according to rank crder. 
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Table IXb 
MMPI SCA.LES POR TIm "NOBHALS" ACCORDING '.00 RANK ORDER 
Groul! I Groul! l 
Results on Test A (pre-freshman) Results on Test B (senior) 
Scale !Wm S.D. Scale Ji!!!! S.D, 
5 (Hf) 59.2 6.16 5 (Mi) 60.2 5.23 
8 (Sc) 56.0 6.19 3 (Hy) 57.8 4.98 
4 (Pd) 55.8 5.14 6 (Pa) 54.8 6.03 
6 (Pa) 5.5.4 3.95 7 (pt) 54.6 7.90 
3 (By) 54.2 6.71 8 (Sc) 54.4 4.34 
7 (Pt) 54.0 5.8 9 (Ma) 53.1 1.05 
1 (Bs) 50.0 6.26 4 (Pd) 53.1 7.05 
2 (D) 49.3 7.58 2 (D) 50.5 8.15 
9 (Ma) 48.8 8.37 1 (Ha) 48.7 ~ 
averages: 53.6 6.246 54.1 6.144 
grouJ2 II Group 1,1 
Results on Test A (pre-freshman) Results on Test B (senior) 
Scale H!!m S.D, Scale !!!!!l S.D. 
5 (Mi) 57.3 7.73 3 (Ry) 58.7 6.68 
7 (Pt) 56.0 4.54 5 (Mf) 56.3 7.16 
3 (By) 54.9 8.34 9 (Ma) 55.B 2.66 
4 (Pd) 54.9 8.34 4 (l'd) 55.6 7.48 
6 (Pa) 54.2 6.93 8 (Sc) 55.1 4.09 
9 (Ma) 54.0 7.86 1 (Bs) 53.6 5.62 
8 (Sc) 53.4 6.8 6 (Pa) 52.8 5.19 
1 (Bs) 47.8 5.45 7 (Pt) 52.8 5.19 
2 (D) 47.7 .2.:.ll 2 (D) 43.4: 6.78 
averages: 53.4 6.955 53.8 5.69 
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Table IXc 
GROUP I "HIGHS": A COMPARISON OF THEm. RESULTS ON TESTS A AND B AND AN APPLI-
CATION or THE II t \I TEST TO DETERMINE SIGNIrlCANT DIrFERENCES. 
A Test B Test 
Subjects: ~ !.Jh Mean 
-
S.D. iltll ratio P. (probabUitv1 
1. 51.5 11.67 68.5 10.9 -3.215 .01 
2. 53.1 5.92 63.4 6.05 -1.22 .2 
3. 57.6 9.88 53.3 9.96 1.095 .2 
4. 58.3 11.1 61.5 5.85 -2.90 .02 
5. 59.0 7.6 58.6 4.94 .188 .8 
6. 61.8 6.86 58.1 8.06 1.22 .2 
7. 63.0 11.3 52.7 7.39 2.50 .05 
8. 68.0 13.3 60.0 7.77 1.65 .1 
Of the above eight subjects, at least one of whose scores was 70 T units or 
over on A test, two had results on the B test that were increased beyond the 
.05 level of significance, while one decreased beyond the .05 level of 
~gnificance • 
In the B test, subjects No. 3,5, and 7 did not get any scores above 70 T units 
But three new subjects, Numbers 9, 10, and 11 were above 70 T units in at 
least one score 
Subjects: 
9. 
10. 
11. 
A Test 
Hull 
50.6 
52.3 
59.0 
.L12.&. 
6.25 
6.46 
6.7 
B Test 
~ 
72.6 
67.7 
63.0 
~ 
15.2 
10.8 
6.34 
"ttl ratio P. (probabilitv 
-5.03 .01 
-2.368 .05 
-1. 61 .2 
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Table IKc (continued) 
Of these three, Numbers 9 and 10 had increased scores that were well beyond 
the .05 level of significance. 
Explanation of the meaning of "probability": 
Levels of significance: .01 means that there is one chance in 
100 of this value occurring by chance; 
.02 means that there are two chances in 
100; and .05 means that there are five 
chances in 100 that this value could 
Putting it in another way: 
occur. 
looking at Fisher's Table for ~ values 
in the line for eight degrees of freedom, 
(because there are 9 items and the formula 
used is from Smith's Simplified Statistics) 
the probability at .05 is five in one 
hundred that a ! value as high as 2.306 
could occur by chance; or two in one hun-
dred that a ! value as high as 2.896 could 
be obtained by chance; any! value beyon4 
3.355 would be beyond the possibility of 
happening by chance. 
Table IKc continued on following page. 
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Table IKe (continued) 
GROUP II "HIGHS!!: A COMPARISON OF THEIR RESULTS ON TESTS A AND B AND AN APPLI 
CATION OF T.HE lit" TEST TO DETERMINE SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES 
Subjects: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
A Test 
~ S.D..!.. 
54.8 
57.0 
58.6 
59.0 
61.3 
62.3 
61.9 
63.0 
64.2 
65.7 
68.4 
9.18 
7.48 
8.75 
7.83 
7.32 
10.0 
5.52 
6.08 
5.63 
6.20 
12.73 
B Test 
~ ~ 
61.7 
50.6 
55.2 
65.0 
56.0 
61.4 
57.3 
48.7 
62.2 
62.1 
58.8 
9.02 
6.41 
6.48 
8.0 
5.43 
9.19 
7.66 
7.0 
7.46 
8.93 
9.35 
"t" ratio p.(Prob!12ility 
-5.06 
.436 
2.82 
-2.91 
3.24 
.436 
1.66 
5.06 
.91 
.68 
3.81 
.01 
.6 
.02 
.02 
.01 
.6 
.1 
.01 
.4 
.6 
.01 
In test B Numbers 2, 3, 5, 7, and 8 had no score of 70 T units or over. How-
eV2r, the following, who had no score of 70 T units or over in the A test, 
were in this category of the Highs in the B test: 
Subjects: 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
A Test 
~ 
49.0 
50.7 
53.6 
55.7 
57.6 
S.D. 
5.80 
8.26 
8.22 
4.87 
7.62 
B Test 
Mean 
58.6 
63.4 
52.5 
62.0 
56.7 
8.30 
8.11 
10.2 
6.99 
8.14 
litH ratio . ~._(Probabilit.Y 
-5.75 .01 
-3.99 .01 
.47 .6 
-2.92 .02 
.354 .7 
The minus sign (-) before a ~ ratio indicates those scores that became more 
deviant in the re-test; the plus sign (+) or no sign are those that have less 
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Table !Xc (continued) 
elevated scores on the re-test and are therefore less deviant. 
To summarize: 
Numbers 1, 4, 12, 13, and 15 show elevations beyond .05 level of 
significance. In number 12 there is an alarming elevation compared with ~he 
A test, but he is still within the normal range according to the Mean (58.6). 
Number 1 became increasingly deviant. The remaining Highs all show a de-
crease in score, especially numbers 3, 5, 8, and 11 which are significant 
beyond the .05 level. 
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Coding the Profiles. 
The method outlined in the MMPI Manual was followed. The clinical 
scales were assigned numbers, 1 to 9: Hs becomes 1; D, 2; Hy, 3; Pd, 4; Mf, 
5; Pa, 6; Pt, 7; Sc, 8; and Ma, 9. 
The first number is the scale with the highest T score value and then 
in descending order, the numbers of any other scales having T scores higher 
than 54. Following Hathaway and Monachesi (1963), a triple prime ("') is 
placed after a number having a score of 90 T units or over, a double prime 
(tt) is placed after a number with a score of 80 T units or over and one 
prime (') after those having a score of 70 T units or over. (All adjacent 
scale numbers were underlined if they were eq~al or within one point of each 
other: if one is one point higher than the other, then that number is placed 
first; if they are equal. they are wr.itten in their usual ordinal sequence). 
These symbols, written in this way, are called the high point code of the 
profile. The numbers show approximately the magnitude and the order of all 
those scales having T scores larger than 54. Those numbers to the left of 
the prime (') indicate scales that reached a T score of 70 or over; thos~ to 
the right of the prime (') indicate the scales between 70 and 54. 
The Manual explains also how to construct the low point code: a dash (-) 
1s placed after the last number of the high point code and the lowest number 
with a T score value less than 46 is ~:rttten. Following this number any 
other numbers having T scores less than 46 are written in ascending order. 
Following Hathaway and Monachesi (1963), a scale number with a T score value 
less than 40 is marked by a prime ('). The code, as written to the right of 
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the dash (-), is called the low point code. Underlining the numbers that 
were equal or separated by a digit was carried out as in the HighPoint code. 
To the right of the code the Manual requires the raw scores of L, F, and 
K, in that order, to be recorded. They are to be separated by colons. If 
the raw score of L is equal to or greater than 10 or 1f the raw score of F 
1s equal to or greater than 16 a capital X is placed immediately after the 
code for the clinical scales. This would indi.cate that there was a possi-
bility that the profile might be invalid. However, in this experiment there 
was no X. In the coding, L is omitted, but F and K are given. 
The coding system used in the Atlas is the same except that scale 5 eMf) 
1s not coded, but placed in parenthesis next to the coded scales. 
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Table Xa 
CODES 
Group I (No. 18): The first code is that of the pre-freshman test results, 
marked A. The s~cond code is that of the senior test 
results, marked B. The codes are put in order, starting 
with the lowest of A. 
!:~ 
1) A. ill .2 6 8 3- 2:19 
B. llU1598 3:21 
2) A. 34587 162 - 9 3:22 
B. ti37 8 .2...l.- 9 2:21 
3) A. 4 5 6 - 2 2:15 
B. 5 2 34- 3:14 
4) A. 537 8 642 9 2:19 
- -
B. 3 5 - 2 0:20 
5) A. 5 - 1 1:10 
B. 8''''6'' 7 5 4 9 2' 3 - 1 13:11 
6) A. 6 4 5 3 - 9 1:16 
B. 5"'68 4' 9723- 5:16 
7) A. 6 7 5' 8 2 4 - 1 9 4:10 
B. 56...&.89- 1 4 8:7 
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Table Xa (continued) 
!:~ 
8) A. 7 - 6 2:16 
B. 9375- 2 1:19 
9) A. 8 574 6 - 9 3:20 
B. 658 743 - 9 4:20 
10) A. 8'" 7" 41' 1.2.9 11:20 
B. 4' 5 3 &...1.ll 9 - 2 4:21 
11) A. 84237 5 6 - 9 3:22 
B. 4' 7 3 lJ! 5 6 2 - 1:27 
12) A. U'2 - ~&...1. 7:9 
B. 8 7" 5 2' 4 3 169 1:7 
13) A. 5' 7894116- 6: 11 
B. l' 4 6 5 8 3 - 2 2:22 
14) A. 5' ll72-9 3:17 
B. U 5 9 8 - 2' 4 2:14 
15) A. 918-27 2:18 
B. 9 2 ll- 2:15 
16) A. 9 5 6 - 123 4: 10 
B. 3564-7 2:16 
17) A. 9' 7 4 - 5 2 2: 12 
B. 8 3' 7 1 4 5 6 ~ 5:24 
18) A. 9' 8 7 6 4 5 3 - 2' 5: 12 
B. 7 8 9' 5 4 3 - 6: 13 
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Table Xb 
CODES 
Group II (No. 23): The first code is that of the pre-freshman test results, 
marked A. The second code is that of the senior test 
results, marked B. The codes are in ordinal sequence 
starting with the lowest points on A. 
1) A. l' 3 4 8 7 5 6 2 9 -
B. 4 5 3' 6 7 9 -
2) A. 2 7 4 - ~ 3 
B. 7 5' 2 6 4 8 3 1 
3) A. 3' 5 ~ 1 9 - 2 
B. 4 9 - 1 6 
4) A. 4' ~ 7 9 6 1 5 
B. 8' 6 3 9 7 4 ~ - 2 
5) A.I.' 5 8 II 6 .2....l 2 
B. 4 9' 5 3 7 8 2 -
6) A. 5 l' 3 9 7 8 4 2 -
B. 9 3 - 2 5 
7) A. 5' 1..1. 8 -
B. 3 5 8' 4 7 1 6 2 - 9 
[" 
7 :21 
2:19 
3:10 
5: 13 
3:18 
3:16 
4:27 
2:23 
4:23 
2:15 
2: 17 
0: 19 
3:22 
6:25 
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Table Xb (continued) 
8) A. 5' 3 8 - 2 
B. 3 5' .u 7 8 
9) A. 5 4 8 9 3 6 - 1 
B. 3 1 5 8 - 2 
10) A. 5 4 9 7 3 1 6 
B. 41 3 1 8 9 - 2 
11) A.5 U U - 2 8 
B. 1 5 8 7 9 - 2 
12) A. 5 7 - 9 4 
B. 5' 7 4 Ul - 9 
13) A. 5' 9 3 6 7 8 - 2 
B. 5 7 6 3 8 9 - 2 
14) A. 6 5 4 8 - 1 
B. 9 4 3 - 2 
15) A. 6 3 - 4 1 2 9 
B. 3 - 7 5 9 
16) A. 7 - 2 4 3 9 
B. 9 3.5 4 8 -
5: 17 
3:20 
2:17 
0:23 
3:18 
1:23 
1:14 
1:23 
7:9 
7:15 
2:16 
2:15 
3:16 
1:19 
1:15 
0: 17 
3:14 
3: 13 
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Table Xb (continued) 
17) A. 7 5' 6 8 ~ 4 - 2:16 
B. 356 7 14- 3:21 
18) A. 7 5' 9 3 4 6 1 7:16 
B. 3 4 5 8 1 7 9 - 2 4:19 
19) A. 8 5 639 - 3:21 
B. 6 3 8 5 - 2 3:20 
20) A. 8 5 7" 3' 142 6 5:12 
B. 5' 8 3 7 4 - 2: 18 
21) A. 74568 - 7:9 
B. 4 7' 1 8 935 3:22 
22) A.4 8 3 7 9 2 .. 1:18 
B. 41...L582 169 .. 3:21 
23) A. 934-21 6: 11 
B. 9' 4 3 - 1 6 4: 14 
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Table XC 
FREQUENCY OF ONE-POINT CODES 
Group I Group II 
A B A B 
Code > 70 L70 >70 S. 70 Code > 70 ~ 70 >70 :; 70 
1. 0 0 0 0 1. 1 0 0 1 
2. 1 0 0 0 2. 0 1 0 0 
3. 0 1 0 4 3. 1 0 2 4 
4. 0 2 2 1 4. 2 1 4 2 
5. 2 2 1 3 5. 4 4 2 1 
6. 1 1 1 3 6. 0 2 0 1 
7. 0 1 0 0 7. 2 2 1 0 
8. 1 2 2 1 8. 1 1 1 0 
9. 2 2 0 2 9. 0 1 1 3 
FREQUENCY OF THE TWO-POINT CODES 
Group I Group II 
A II A B 
Code > 70 ..L 70 '>70 <.. 70 Code '> 70 ~70 >70 L70 
27. 1 0 0 0 13. 1 0 0 1 
34. 0 1 0 0 27. 0 1 0 0 
35. 0 0 0 2 3. 0 0 0 1 
36. 0 0 0 1 31- 0 0 0 1 
37. 0 0 0 1 34. 0 0 0 1 
45. 0 1 2 0 35. 1 0 2 1 
47. 0 0 1 0 43. 1 0 1 1 
5. 0 1 0 0 45. 1 0 0 1 
52. 0 0 0 2 47. 0 0 1 0 
53. 1 1 0 0 48. 0 1 0 0 
54. 0 0 0 1 49. 0 0 1 1 
56. 0 0 0 1 51. 1 0 0 0 
57. 1 0 0 0 53. 2 0 0 0 
63. 0 1 0 1 54. 0 2 0 0 
65. 0 1 0 0 56. 0 1 0 0 
7. 0 1 0 0 57. 0 1 2 0 
74. 0 1 0 0 58. 0 1 0 0 
75. 2 0 1 : 0 59. 1 0 0 0 85. 0 2 0 0 63. 0 1 0 1 
86. 0 Y A ~ 6~: 8 1 8 8 93. 0 
94. 0 0 1 1 74. 0 1 0 0 
75. 2 0 1 0 
8. 0 0 1 0 
85. 1 1 0 0 
93. 0 1 0 2 
94. 0 0 1 1 
----------, 
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Table XI 
SCORES OF THE NINE SUBJECTS WHO WERE m THE CRITICAL CATEGORY IN TlIEIR B TEST 
RESULTS. THE SCORES OF BOTH TESTS ARE GIVEN FOR PURPOSES OF COMPARISON. 
Sub -ject 1 (Hs) ~ 3 (Hy) 4 (Pd) 5(0) 6(Pa) 7(Pt) 8(Se) 9(Ma} Average 
l. A: 52 32 56 60 57 62 66 67 73 58.3 
B: 52 53 55 60 63 53 75 73 70 62.6 
2. A: 39 58 49 71 71 44 44 40 48 51.5 
B: 59 72 62 67 73 59 81 86 58 68.5 
3. A: 49 44 51 57 43 53 60 51 70 53.0 
B: 65 56 11 64 61 59 66 74 55 63.4 
4. A: 44 51 47 48 67 53 48 50 48 51.0 
B: 44 70 55 76 76 82 77 101 73 72.6 
5. A: 54 41 56 57 57 62 50 51 43 52.3 
B: 54 58 58 71 90 76 62 76 65 67.7 
6. A: 52 53 67 60 73 S3 66 59 48 59.0 
B: 65 60 73 69 71 65 66 71 45 65.0 
7. A: 59 56 65 74 69 62 64 69 60 64.0 
B: 54 56 67 71 69 50 64 59 10 62.2 
8. A: 77 63 67 67 65 65 66 67 55 65.1 
B: 54 51 71 76 73 65 58 53 58 62.1 
9. A: 52 51 51 60 57 56 66 56 53 55.8 
:8: 65 51 62 71 55 53 71 65 65 62.0 
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